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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The effects of atmospheric turbulence on many of 
the modern sophisticated technological systems have become 
an important design parameter from both structural and per- 
formance aspects. Techniques for simulating atmospheric 
turbulence have therefore been developed in an attempt to 
provide reliable design criteria. Turbulence simulation is 
achieved by the generation of an analog or digital signal 
which has equivalent statistical characteristics to the 
true atmospheric turbulence. The degree of complexity and 
mathematical involvement of the models has increased with 
each successive generation, from a simple, one-component 
wind speed having a Gaussian distribution and a Dryden 
turbulence spectra to multi-component models having non- 
Gaussian probability distribution, more complex spectra, 
and simulation of other statistical properties, such as 
coherence. The simulated turbulence can then be used to 
predict the behavior of airplanes, bridges, buildings, etc., 
under the influence of a turbulent atmosphere. The purpose 
of this study is to investigate the effects of three turbu- 
lence models of various complexity on the performance of a 
simulated aircraft landing under an automatic controlled 
system. The work compares the aircraft landing under a 
1 
2 
simple "Z-transform" simulation technique [l],l a non- 
Gaussian simulation technique 121, and a simulation which 
incorporates vertical coherence 131. 
The basic simulation procedure is shown in 
Figure l-1. Random signals are computer generated and 
passed through shaping filters to provide the output which 
is the simulated time history of turbulence. The degree of 
complexity of the system is internal to the filter system. 
Through the appropriate design of the filter, however, the 
turbulence signal output is designed to have certain 
statistical properties which are the same as those that 
have been measured and verified for atmospheric turbulence. 
Random 
Number 
Generator 
t Shaping 
Filter output 
Figure l-l. Turbulence simulation system. 
This report first reviews the statistical 
properties of atmospheric turbulence, in particular the 
probability distribution, the spectra, and the coherence 
in Chapter II. The three different simulation techniques 
investigated in the study are then described in Chapter III, 
. . 
1 Numbers in brackets refer to similarly numbered 
references in the Bibliography. 
3 
and appropriate statistical analyses are carried out to 
verify validity of the models in Chapter IV. Finally, in 
Chapter V, the models are incorporated into a computer 
model of aircraft flight dynamics; and statistical landing 
results for simulated flights of an aircraft having charac- 
teristics of a DC-8 are made for the different turbulence 
simulation techniques. The significance of the various 
degrees of sophistication introduced into the simulation 
technique on the landing performance of the aircraft is 
discussed. 
CHAPTER II 
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND MODELS 
This chapter presents the basic expressions 
involved in mathematically describing atmospheric turbu- 
lence. In particular, the statistical properties such as 
the probability density distribution of wind speeds, the 
turbulence energy spectrum functions,.and the spatial 
coherence are discussed. 
A. Atmospheric Turbulence Spectra 
In developing the atmospheric turbulence statistics, 
the wind velocity is written as 
'i = Ei + ui , (2-l) 
where Ui is the instantaneous velocity, vi is the average 
velocity, and u represents the fluctuating component. The 
subscript i denotes the i th direction of the wind velocity. 
The intensity of the fluctuations in wind speed is 
expressed by the root-mean-square value 
2 l/2 
a.=(“i) . (2-Z) 1 
The mean turbulence kinetic energy, TKE, is pro- 
portional to the value of ufL and includes contributions 
from all frequencies of eddies making up the turbulent 
4 
5 
motion. If the time history of the velocity fluctuations 
is processed through a filter which passes only a small 
selected band of frequencies, Aw, the mean square value of 
the wind fluctuation in that frequency range will be pro- 
portional to the turbulence kinetic energy of gusts or 
perturbation in the wind having that frequency. The value 
of the turbulence kinetic energy density function at the 
midpoint of the band is then given by 
Eij(w) = ui uj / Aw . (Z-3) 
The function E 
ij(w) f orms the spectrum tensor 
having nine components. The function Eii(w) defined by 
Equation (2-3) for i = j is called the one-dimensional 
energy spectrum function. It follows that 
ii(w) dw . (z-4) 
Frequently the energy spectral density is normalized as 
pi = Eii(w) / ~2 , 
and thus, 
C+5) 
(Z-6) 
2 where 0. is called the variance. 1 
6 
For i # j, the function Eij(u) is related to the 
cross-correlations and is called the cross-spectrum. 
The energy spectrum tensor can be considerably 
simplified if the atmospheric turbulence is homogeneous and 
isotropic, for which there is no mean rate of transfer of 
momentum across shearing surfaces or, more specifically, 
the Reynolds or eddy shearing stresses, -pu.u. ,vanish. 
13 
For this case, a three-dimensional energy spectrum function 
E(K) is defined as 
E(K) = 27~K 
2 [Eli(K) + E22(K) + E33(K) 1 I (2-T) 
where K is the wave number defined as K = w/V, and V is the 
reference velocity; therefore, E ij (K) = VEij (w). 
Figure 2-1 shows the typical form of the three- 
dimensional energy spectrum. 
Et&t) 
wavenumber 
large eddies ',t2 ' universal equilibrium range 
K 
- = const. 
V 
Figure 2-l. Typical three-dimensional energy 
spectrum function [41. 
7 
Physical argument coupled with dimensional analysis 
has provided basic insight into the behavior of E(K). The 
mathematical form of E(K) adopted by von Karman [5] is 
E(K) = c 
( K / K. I4 
Il+ (K/K,)21 
17/6 ' (Z-8) 
where c = (55/9) (A/p)a2, K. = 1/(1.339A), and A is the 
integral length scale defined by the correlation function R 
as 
A = jwR(t)dt . 
0 
(Z-9) 
This von Karman spectrum function exhibits a K4 and 
K-5/3 behavior at low and high frequencies, respectively, 
which represents the limiting conditions of the spectrum 
for these wave number ranges. Also, the one-dimensional 
spectrum function, $, becomes 
2 2A1 
G1(K) = o1 T 
1 
5/6 
[I+ (1.339 AlK)2] 
Q2(K)=c;2 1 + 8/3 (1.339 A2K)2 11/6 (2-10) 
[l+ (1.339 II,K)~ 1 
G3(K) = 0; 2 
1 + 8/3 (1.339 A3K)2 
11/6 f 
[l+ (1.339 A3K)21 
8 
where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 represent longitudinal, 
lateral, and vertical fluctuations, respectively. 
Also, Dryden 151 points out that for laboratory- 
type flow the shape of the velocity correlation curve can 
be approximated by an exponential function. In this case 
the one-dimensional Dryden spectra become 
@l(K) = 0; 2A1 1 
IT 1 + A2K2 1 
2 A2 1 + 3 A;KL 
$2 (K) = O2 -7-F ( 1 + A2K2 )2 
2 
G3(K) = 0; 5 
1 + 3 A2K2 3 
'rr (1+A;K2 )' 
. 
Simulation of atmospheric.turbulence usually 
(2-11) 
employs the Dryden spectrum which exhibits a K -2 fall-off 
at high frequencies and is, therefore, easier to handle 
mathematically, as described later. However, as Figure 2-2 
shows, the von Karman spectrum gives a better description 
of the measured data than the Dryden spectrum. 
In a recent paper describing the spectral 
properties of atmospheric turbulence over a flat homo- 
geneous field site, Kaimal [6] shows that with proper 
nondimensionalization, spectra in the stable atmospheric 
f$ (f l/o2 
101 
10° 
10 -1 
10 
-2 
1O-3 
+ 
+ unstable 
0 neutral 
0 stable 
I I I I I I _- - 
lo-4 lo-3 lo-2 10-l LO0 lo1 102 lo3 
0.55 K/K m 
Figure 2-2. Longitudinal velocity spectra compared with 
the von Karman and Dryden spectra (wave- 
number normalized by the peak scale Km of 
the vertical spectra) [8]. 
10 
surface layer can be reduced to a universal curve having 
the empirical formula 
0.164 h/no 1 
1+0.164 ( rho )"3 ' 
(2-12) 
where f is the cyclic frequency, n = fz/V is the reduced 
frequency, z is height, and rIO is a scaling parameter 
related to the atmospheric stability condition. Figure 2-3 
shows no plotted both against the ratio of height to Monin 
Obukhov length scale, z/L, and against the gradient 
Richardson number, Ri. For neutral conditions, the values 
of no recommended by Frost, et al. C73 are 
‘lo1 = 0.0144 
no2 
= 0.0265 
no3 
= 0.0962 . 
(2-13) 
Figure 2-4 shows experimental data for atmospheric 
turbulence compared with Equation (2-12). 
B. Filter Theory for Simulation Applications 
The principal use of power spectral density 
functions is to establish the frequency composition of the 
data which, in turn, bears an important relationship to the 
basic characteristics of a physical system exposed to inter- 
action with the turbulence. For example, consider a system 
11 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
1 2 3 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
z/L RL 
Figure 2-3. The scale parameter qo3 of vertical component 
as a function of z/L and of Ri 161. 
12 
0.5 
0.2 
X 
1 
o-1 1.c 
0.05 0.5 
t 0.02 q.2 
Figure 2-4. Measured turbulent data compared with 
Equation (2-12) 161. 
13 
exposed to interaction with the turbulence. For example, 
consider a system as shown in Figure l-l, page 2, with a 
frequency response function H(w). Assume that a stationary 
random signal with a power spectral density function Q,(w) 
is applied as an input to this system. The output from the 
system will be a stationary random signal with a power 
spectral density function (p,(w) given by 
G,b) = IHb-4 I2 $,b) . (2-14) 
One can obviously design a filter function to 
obtain the form of the output spectrum G,(w) desired for 
any given known input $,(w). For example, if the desired 
output is the longitudinal or lateral component of the 
Dryden spectrum given by Equation (2-ll), then Equation 
(2-14) becomes 
af2A 
9x(‘d IH1b) I2 = Vn1 1 
1 + ( Ap/V I2 
(2-15) 
2 
02A2 
@,b-') IH2h’) I2 = y 
1+3 (A2U/V2 . 
1 1+ ( A20 I2 1 
Introducing the input as wide-band white noise for 
which the spectrum 4,(w) is a constant, adjustable to unity, 
gives 
14 
(H1(d I2 = 2c1 
al + w 
2 
(2-16) 
IH2bd I2 = 
c2 (b2+w2) 
I 
where 
2 
2a101 
5= Tr 
V 
I al = iTy 
3a2a2 2 
c2= Tr 
a2 I b=- , 
a 
a2=s. 
2 
One solution for H(w) is 
H1b-d = 
% 
al + jw 
(2-17) 
H2b) = 
G ('b+ jw ) 
[ a2 + ju 1 2 l 
The complex polar notation gives the frequency response 
function in terms of a gain factor IH(u) 1 and a phase 
factor 0(w) as 
H (0) = IH(w) (e-je(w) (2-18) 
Thus, 
15 
81 (WI = tan -' ( f-b1 1 
(2-19) 
e2 (WI = tan 
-1 (2a2b- (a; -w2) ) w 
2a2w2- (a: -w2) b 
I 
. 
These gain factors and phase factors are plotted in 
Figure 2-5. Because of the irrational form of the Kaimal 
and von Karman spectra, approximate forms of H(w) are used. 
Equation (2-20) is a modified Kaimal spectrum with a Dryden 
form: 
f9 (f) 
a2 
= 1.9 
( Q/no 1 
t-J2 + (n/n, j2 
. (2-20) 
Figure 2-6 shows a comparison of this approximate form with 
the original spectrum. 
16 
10.0 1 I I I111111 I I II,,111 
0.1 1.0 
frequency w/a 
180 I I I Illlll I I I lllll 
160 - 
140 - 
Hlbd 0 
CD 
E 120 - H2(d A 
"u 100 - 
2 80 - 
al m 2 60 - 
e, 
40 
L\ 
- 
20 - 
ok I I IllIll I I I IllIll 
1 
frequency w/a 
10 
Figure 2-5, The gain and phase factor for HI(U) and 
Ha(w) of the Dryden spectrum; A = 700 m 
and V = 150 m/s. 
17 
1.0 
0.5 
0.2 
f9 m/a2 
0.1 
0.05 
0.02 
I I I I I I I I I I 
Kaimal spectrum 
approximate 
Kaimal spectrum 
1 - 
0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
n/no 
Figure 2-6. The Kaimal spectrum, Equation (2-12), 
compared with the approximation form, 
Equation (2-20). 
From Kaimal 163 a definition of A is given as 
0.041 (z/n,), which gives 
e-lo = 
fA 
0.041 v l (2-21) 
Substituting Equation (2-21) into Equation (2-20) and 
replacing f with W/~IT gives 
G(u) = (2-22) 
where 
0.156 a2~V 
C =nr 
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Recalling Equation (2-16), it follows that the frequency 
response function H(w) for the approximate Kaimal spectrum 
can be solved in the same manner as that used to obtain 
Equation (2-17). 
The approximate von Karman spectrum, as shown in 
193 is 
1.942 a2 +l+ (3.496 ; f)2J 
O(f) = 2 I (2-23) 
[l+ (3.496 ; f I2 1 
which can also be written as 
cp(w) = c (b2+w2) 2 . 
[a2+w2] 
(2-24) 
The filter function H(w) in this case is therefore similar 
to the lateral component of Equation (2-17). Figure 2-7 
compares the approximate expression with the actual 
von Karman longitudinal spectrum given by Equation (2-10). 
C. Multi-Filter System for Non-Gaussian Turbulence 
and Turbulence with Interlevel Coherence 
Additional turbulence characteristics can be taken 
into account with more complex filter systems. A filter 
system which gives a non-Gaussian turbulence output and a 
turbulence output with interlevel coherence, respectively, 
is described in this section. Both simulations use the 
19 
lo2 
lo1 
loo 
4 (f) 
10-l 
10 
-2 
approximate 
von Karman spectrum 
Figure 2-7, The von Karman spectrum compared with 
the approximate form, Equation (2-23); 
V= 180 m/s, A = 195 m. 
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same Dryden spectrum. The frequency response function for 
each filter can no longer be derived from the simple 
relation given in Equation (2-14). 
The non-Gaussian output filter, Figure 2-8, com- 
bines three filter functions, Ha, Hb, and Hc, for each of 
the three wind speed components being simulated. This 
nonlinear system allows the probability density function to 
be adjusted through the parameter r. Figures 2-9 and 2-10 
show the comparison of measured atmospheric turbulence with 
a Gaussian distribution curve, and the comparison of the 
same turbulence with the probability density function simu- 
lated by selecting different values of r, respectively. 
Input Filter Output noise signal 
a(t) 
b(t) 
Gain Simulated turbulence 
g (t) 
Figure 2-8. The non-Gaussian multi-filter system. 
To determine the frequency response functions, 
H a' Hb' and H C’ the correlation function is first derived 
from the Fourier transform of the spectrum to be simulated: 
21 
P (xl 
Figure 2-9. Comparison of the Gaussian distribution 
with measured gust velocity distribution 
1101. 
P(X) 
Figure 2-10. The probability distribution. 
function for different values of 1. 
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R(t) = Ime exp (iVKt) dK . 
-03 
(2-25) 
Considering the Dryden spectra, Equation (2-ll), 
the correlation becomes 
Rl(t) = cf exp I - V/A ItI 1 
(2-26) 
R2(t) = of Il- - V/A ItI 1 l 
The correlation function of the simulated turbu- 
lence time history can also be determined from (see 
Figure 278) 
Rgg(T) = E 1 g(t) g(t+ T, I ' (2-27) 
where 
g(t) =a(t) b(t) r 
l/2 
+ c (t) 
1 
l/2 l (2-28) 
[1+r2] [1+r21 
Since a(t), b(t), and c(t) are independent, random 
processes with zero mean, the correlation function can be 
written as 
Rgg(t) =Raa(t) sbb) r2 +R l 
[1+r21 cc [l+r2]' 
(2-29) 
and each function can be related to a spectrum function 
through Equation (2-30): 
. 
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Raa(t) = IrnGaa(K) exp (iVKt) dK , 
-00 
(2-30) 
where $aa (K) can be replaced by the filter function H(iVK), 
l.e., 
IHa(iVK)12 = $aa(K) . (2-31) 
Similar results apply to Rbb and Rec. Reeves, et al. 121 
assume the general form of the response function to be 
Ha(s) = N1 1 + Dls 
Hb(d = 
N2 + N3s 
(1+D2s )2 
(2-32) 
N4 +Ns He(s) = 
5 
(1+D3s )2 ' 
where s is the Laplace transform variable s = jw. 
Substituting Equation (2-32) into Equation (2-31) 
and transforming as shown by Equation (2-30) yields the 
following correlation functions: 
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2 
N1 Raa(t) = 2~ exp I- HI 
1 D1 
sb(t) = (%I2 1 ,t, ‘I ‘T12- +Y N3 N2 
2 
N3 
2 
+ ‘$+D2 N2 (----I 1 Iexp I-J+-1 (2-33) 
These particular expressions for the response functions 
have been chosen because they will give the correct Dryden 
spectrum. Also, to eliminate the r appearing in Equation 
(2-291, the following choices are made for the constants in 
Equation (2-32): 
N1 
A 211 211 1'2 = 4~7~ v , N2 = 1.0 , N3 = v , N4 = al (,I 
2A3 
l/2 
N5 = al ( v3 ) 
2A 2A A 
, D1=V , D2=V ,D3=~. 
The resulting correlation functions of the model become 
Raa(t) Rbb(t) = Rcc(t) = R gg lt) 
(2-34) 
! 
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This is the desired form of the longitudinal gust corre- 
lation function for a Dryden spectrum. Similarly, the 
lateral and vertical components can be simulated correctly 
by proper choice of constants. These constants are listed 
in Table 2-1. 
Atmospheric turbulence near the ground has been 
shown to have strong coherence between vertically separated 
layers of air. Many researchers [ll, 12, 131 have found 
that the coherence near the ground (z <_ 150 m) behaves as 
YO 
(K, AZ) = exp [-a (KAzI ] . (2-35) 
Therefore, this statistical property should be included in 
a valid turbulence simulation. 
Perlmutter, Frost, and Fichtl 131 developed a 
multi-filter system to provide turbulence simulation 
including coherence function. They defined the two-point 
spectral function @(K,zl, z2) at different height z1,z2 
to be 
r$(K,zl,z2) =A2H(K,zl)H*(K,s2) i Dm(K,zl)$(K,Z2) , (2-36) 
ITF-P 
where H(K,z) is the frequency response function, and D(K,z) 
is a level frequency factor, as shown in Figure 2-11. 
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Table 2-l. Transfer Functions for the 
Non-Gaussian Model 
H 
a Hb 
H 
C 
Longitudinal 
1+2($ 
Lateral 
02(128)1/2[;]2 
1+2($ 
S 
A 2 
(1++75) 
Vertical 
o,(128)1'2($2 
1+2(3s 
S o3 ($ 
(1+h$) 
A 2 
cl++74 (l+&s)2 
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N 
-P N-1 NO Nl N P 
I I . I I I ~ 
D 
-P l ** D-1 DO Dl . . . D P 
Figure 2-11. The interlevel coherence model. 
The coherence function y(K,zl,z2) is defined as 
Y(K,z 1’22) = 
WLzl, z2)@*W,z,,z2) 
WLzl,z1WKrz2rZ2) - 
(2-37) 
The level frequency factor is therefore assumed to have the 
form 
Dm(K,z) = cm exp [ j k z dm 1 , 
where 
dm = 
W:;max l 
Therefore, Equation (2-36) becomes 
@ (K,zl,~2) =A2H(K, zl)H*(K,z2) F 
ItF-P 
ct expI.jk(z1-z2)dml . 
(2-38) 
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Substituting this into Equation (2-37) yields 
1 f ciq(jKAzdrn) 1 I F 
y(K,Az) = ILF--' IF-P 
ciexp(-jKAzdR) 1 
p 2 p 2 
. (2-39) 
r. Cc,l[ cc,1 
IIF-P IF-P 
Notice that cm and dm are equal for Dm and D,,; therefore, 
Equation (2-39) can be rewritten as 
Ici +2 f c2 
2 
cos (K Azdm) 1 
y(K,Az) = 
m=l m . (2-40) 
The error between this equation and the true wind 
coherence exponential function given by Equation (2-35) is 
E rr = I1 1 y(K,Az) 
0 
- y,(K,Az 1 1 d5 , (2-41) 
where 
Values of cm which cause Err to be a minimum are found by 
setting dErr/dcm = 0. The result is: 
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where 
C2 
0 
= 25, Il-exp (-+)I 
0 
(2-42) 
25, 11 - (-lImexp t-25, l )I 
c2 = ~ I 
m [ Y-L( 2m7rc0 )2 ] 
5, = 
1 
a(KAzJmax l 
Values of the cm's for the set 5, = 0.1 are shown 
in Figure 2-12. 
cm 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 
012 3 m 
Figure 2-12. Values of the parameter cm. 
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To determine the value of.the parameter A in 
Equation (2-36)' consider that Equation (2-36) must reduce 
to the. one-level auto-spectral function when AZ = 0. 
Equation (2-36) then takes on the new form of 
~(K,zl,zl) = A%(& zl)H*(K,zl) p 2 Ic;+2 1 cm1 . (2-43) 
m=l 
Comparing Equation (2-43) with a single filter system for 
which the spectrum is 
$(K,z~) = JH(K,z~) I2 , (2-44) 
then A can be obtained as 
(2-45) 
Therefore, the two-point interlevel coherence model reduces, 
as necessary, to the one-level auto-spectrum at AZ = 0. 
i 
g” 
CHAPTER III 
DIGITAL SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 
This chapter describes the basic methods and 
problems associated with digital simulation of random 
processes. Topics discussed are the generation of a 
random signal and the calculation of the necessary trans- 
formation functions used in later work. 
A. Generation of a Random Signal 
The method used to generate random numbers with a 
digital computer is based on the formula 
X n+l = axn+b (mod m) . (3-l) 
This technique is called the mixed congruential 
method and provides a simple and fast computation pro- 
cedure. It also has the advantage that it can be repeated 
for several cycles by using different values of a and b. 
Moreover, it can be analyzed theoretically. The period at 
which the random numbers repeat cannot be greater than the 
module number m; thus, m is usually selected to be the 
largest integer possible with the capability of the com- 
puter used. The value of m in this' study is 2,147,483,647, 
which is equal to (2 31 - 1)' the largest possible number 
allowed on the IBM 360/65 system. 
31 
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Frequently, it is desired that the sequences 
generated be bounded by zero and unity and be uniformly 
distributed within this interval. This bounding require- 
ment is accomplished easily by normalizing the output data 
with respect to the largest possible number m. 
x’ n = xn/m , (3-2) 
where x n is generated from Equation (3-l). 
Since 
therefore, 
The constants a and b in Equation (3-l) are selected to 
provide speed of computation and good statistical 
properties, such as uniform distribution and maximum period. 
Results presented by Chambers [14] and Hamming [15] 
show that a maximum period can be achieved if a and b 
are selected as 
a=4 *I+1 I = 1,2,3,... 
b= odd 
or (3-3) 
a 8 = *I-+3 
b 0. = 
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The computer program BANDU used for generating 
random numbers was combined in subroutine GAUSS, as dis- 
cussed in the following text. The value a is selected 
equal to 65539 which follows the second rule of Equation 
(3-3) by setting I equal to 8192 and provides the best 
statistical results using the IBM 360 computer. 
As mentioned earlier, Gaussian distributed numbers 
are required as the input white noise. The probability 
density function of the numbers must, therefore, have the 
form 
P(x) = 1 
oxfi 
exp [- (x-5’ 1 I 
2ax 
(3-4) 
where ux is the standard deviation and x is the mean value 
of the variate. 
If xj(i = 1,2,... N) are N uniformly distributed 
numbers over the interval 0 to 1, the central limit theorem 
yields the following formula: 
l/2 N 
"j = ux r+ [ 1 xi -N/21+x , 
i=l 
(3-5) 
where x'!(j = 1,2,... M) is a set of random numbers having an 
approximate Gaussian distribution with the mean value equal 
to x, and the standard deviation equal to ox. 
The value of N indicates the number of terms used 
for each output. Figure 3-1 compares the approximation 
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0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
Pix) 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
I I 
Gaussian 
---- 12 term method 
-*- 5 term method 
4.0 
Figure 3-1. The Gaussian distribution 
compared with the approximation, 
Equation (3-5) [16]. 
given by Equat.ion (3-5) for 5 terms and 12 terms with.the 
true Gaussian distribution function. 
The computer program for generating Gaussian random 
numbers also appears in the IBM scientific subroutine 
package. The N value of Equation (3-5) is selected equal 
to 12 in order to simplify the computations. Equation (3-5) 
then reduces to 
-61+x. 
The computer subroutine is called GAUSS and is given in 
Appendix A, Section A-l. 
(J-6) 
B. Calculation of the Required Discrete 
Transformations 
The filter system shown in Figure 3-2 consists of 
an input and an output history function x(t), y(t), 
respectively, and a system response function h(t). 
x(t) -p--t-~ y(t) 
Figure 3-2. Simple filter system. 
The output y(t) is given by the convolution integral 
y(t) = Jmh(r) x(t-T) dT . 
-03 
(3-7) 
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The Fourier transformation of Equation (3-7) is 1171 
Y(w) = H(w) X(w) . (3-8) 
Since the filter function H(w) can be designed to simulate 
most forms of the spectrum desired, as described in 
Chapter II, Section B, the calculation of a simulated time 
history of turbulence relies mainly on the Fourier trans- 
formation of the input function x(t) to X(w). The inverse 
transformation of the Y(w) back to y(t) is also of equal 
importance to the computational effort. These two pro- 
cedures will be discussed in detail in the following, as 
they pertain to transformation of digital data. 
The Discrete Fourier Transformation 
For cyclic frequency f, the infinite range Fourier 
transform of a real valued or a complex valued record x(t) 
is defined by 
x(f) = Imx(t) e-j2'ft dt . 
.-co 
(3-9) 
It is physically impossible to calculate this transfor- 
mation since an infinite number of digitized data does not 
exist in reality. However, by restricting the limits to a 
finite time interval of x(t), say in the range (O,T), then 
the finite range Fourier transform will exist as defined by 
Bendat and Piersol [17] 
T 
X(f,T) = / x(t) erj2rrft dt . 
0 
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(3-10) 
Assume now that x(t) is sampled at N equally spaced 
points separated by a distance At apart, where At has been 
selected to produce a high cut-off frequency to avoid 
aliasing. The cut-off frequency (Nyquist frequency) and 
the aliasing problem are discussed in a later section. The 
discrete values of xn thus become 
X n = x(n At) n = 1,1,2,...N-1 , (3-11) 
and the discrete version of Equation (3-10) becomes 
N-l 
cx X(f,t) = At n-O n exp 1-j 21~fnAtl . (3-12) 
A basic frequency f. is defined as 
f,=$, (3-13) 
and the discrete frequency value fm is defined in terms of 
f. as 
fm 
= m f. = A!- 
NAt m = 0,1,2,...N-1 . (3-14) 
The discrete frequency fm is substituted into the 
discrete Fourier components, Xm, defined as 
XV, T) 
xm= At l (3-15) 
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Therefore, 
N-l 
xm= lx 2lTmn 
n=O 
n exP 1-j ~1 . 
To simplify the notation, let 
wmn 2lmrl = exp I-j T] , 
Then Equation (3-16) becomes in tensor form, 
'rn =wmx . n 
(3-16) 
(3-17) 
(3-18) 
This is the equation for the discrete, finite- 
-.range Fourier transform. No difficulty is involved in 
carrying out calculation of the Fourier transform with the 
equation using a digital computer. Equation (3-8) can now 
be written in discrete form as 
'rn = Hm Xm . (3-19) 
This equation gives the discrete Fourier components of the 
output to be simulated. To invert the output Fourier 
components into the desired time domain, the discrete 
inverse Fourier transform is applied, which can be derived 
similar to Equation (3-18). The result is 
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. 
where 
Y, = + wk ym ? (3-20) 
W* 27Tmn mn =expTjTJ. 
These three steps complete the calculation; that 
is, the simulated discrete data y, are obtained by one 
Fourier transform, Equation (3-181, one multiplication, 
Equation (3-191, and one inverse Fourier transform, 
Equation (3-20). To calculate Equation (3-18) or 
Equation (3-20) requires N2 times of complex multiplication 
and N(N-1) complex additions to transform N discrete values. 
Since the value of Wmn repeats for certain combi- 
nations of m and n, some additions and multiplications can 
be eliminated. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an 
algorithm based on this principle which allows computation 
of the transformation much more rapidly than the direct 
method in Equation (3-18) or Equation (3-20). The FFT per- 
forms a series of computations by rearranging the matrix 
W mn to save the calculation of dual node pairs. For N 
discrete points, where N is a power of 2, namely, 
N=2P, (3-21) 
the FFT method requires only P-N/2 complex multiplications 
and P-N complex additions. Thus, the approximate ratio of 
40 
computing time for the direct method compared to the FFT l 
method is 
-Djrec%Method = 2N 
FFT P' (3-22) 
Figure 3-3 illustrates the difference between the 
number of multiplications required for each method. 
m 
0 
d 
* 
Figure 3-3. 
1024 
512 
128 
128 512 1024 
N 
Comparison of the number of multiplications 
required for a Fourier transform by the direct 
algorithm and the FFT algorithm. 
The Z-Transformation 
Another useful discrete transformation technique is 
the Z-transformation which is defined as 
X(z) = y x(m At)zBm , (3-23) 
m=O 
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where X(z) is called the Z-transform function of X(t). 
Actually, the Z-transformation is the Laplace transform of 
digitized data. It can be derived from the Laplace trans- 
formation defined as 
X(s) = Imx(t) eest dt . 
0 
Consider the data x(t) digitized as 
x’(t) = y x(m At)6(t-m At) , 
m=O 
(3-24) 
(3-25) 
where 
rS(a> = 1 for a = 0 
= 0 for a # 0 . 
Taking the Laplace transform of x'(t) gives 
X'(s) = Imxl(t) eWst dt . 
0 
(3-26) 
Substituting Equation (3-25) into Equation (3-26) results 
in 
X’ (s) = i x(m At) e-s(m At) . (3-27) 
m=O 
The Z-transform X(z) is equal to X'(s) if z is set equal 
to es At , and Equation (3-27) becomes 
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where 
X(z) = X’(s) = TX e -m(s At) 
m=O m 
I 
X m = x(m At) . 
(3-28) 
The transformation is now defined as a function Z, 
X(z) = z f x(t) J . (3-29) 
Therefore, the transformation of x(t + At) becomes 
zrxm+ll = yx 
m-o m+l 
Z-m 
co 
= z( lx 
m-o m+l 
,-(m+l) ) 
(3-30) 
co 
= z( ~XmZ-m-Xol 
m=O 
= z (Z Lx,J- x0) 
in the same manner it can be shown that the Z-transfor- 
mation of I xm+l - xml is equal to 
' rXm+l-Xm I = (z-1) z [Xm 1 - z x0 . (3-31) 
This equation can be used to determine x~+~ from xm 
by the appropriate inverse transformation. The application 
of Equation (3-31) to simulate turbulence is as follows. 
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The ba.sis of the Z-transform technique is to 
establish the difference equation for the output y,+l. 
Therefore, if the Z-transform of the filter function h(t) 
in the system shown in Figure 3-2, page 35, can be found, 
then the output y,+l can be calculated directly from the y, 
and x n values. 
An example determination of the filter function 
h(t) for simulation of the Dryden spectrum is given in the 
following. 
The Fourier transform is (see Chapter II, Equation 
(Z-17) 1 
H(w) = dcl jw + al ' 
which also can be expressed in Laplace form by setting 
S = jw (see 1183) 
VE- 
H(s) = s + la l 
(3-32) 
1 
Now, consider a unit step function x(t) as the input to the 
system where 
x(t) =1 tzo 
=o t<o. 
(3-33) 
The Laplace transform x(t) can be obtained from Equation 
(3-24) as 
X(s) = L[x(t) I= l/s . (3-34) 
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For a linear System, the Laplace transform of the output is 
related to the input by 
Y(s) = H(s) l X(s) . 
Therefore, the output Y(s) of passing a unit step input 
through a Dryden spectrum filter would be 
E 1 
Y(s) = s&- l - l 
lS 
Partial fractions give 
K 
Y(s) = - l(++, . 
al s 1 
(3-36) 
(3-37) 
Taking the inverse Laplace transformation provides the 
output y(t) 
y(t) = L -l 
JE-- 
[Y(s) J = 
-alt 
1(1-e 1. (3-38) 
al 
The Z-transform of the input x(t) and of the output 
y(t) can be obtained by substituting Equations (3-33) and 
(3-38) into Equation (3-23); hence, 
X(z) = 5 
(3-39) 
dcl Y(z) = - (L' 
Z 
al ‘-I- 
1 l 
z-e 
-alAt 
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Since 
H(z) = Y(z) /X(z) , (3-40) 
the Z-transform of the Dryden spectrum filter function 
becomes 
E -alAt 
H(z) = - 1 (l-e 
al z e-alAt 
1 l (3-41) 
For a general input X(z) the output of the filter system 
can be written as 
iis- -alAt 
Y(z) = - 1 (l-e 
al z e-alAt 
1 X(z) . 
Cross multiplication results in 
(z-A)Y(z) = BX(z) , 
(3-42) 
(3-43) 
where 
-alAt 4E- 
A=e 
-alAt 
I B= --L ( l-e 
al 
1 - 
Now, applying Equation (3-31) and setting y(O) = 0, the 
left-hand part of Equation (3-43) becomes 
z1 [Y,+~-AY~I= (z-A)Z [ym] 
(3-44) 
= (z-A)Y(z) . 
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Hence, Equation (3-43) becomes 
t 
z Iym+1 -Ayml =BZ 1~~1. 
Taking the inverse Z-transformation, Equation (3-45) 
becomes 
Y m+l -AY, = Bx m 
and 
(3-45) 
(3-46) 
ym+l =AYm + Bxm l 
This equation for calculating the discrete output 
y(t) is simple and very convenient for digitized data. 
Also, because the coefficients A and B are predetermined, 
this approach does not require calculation of the filter 
function, H, over all values of frequency in each compu- 
tational step, as required in the FFT technique. For these 
reasons, the Z-transformation method is even more efficient 
than the FFT method. Only 2N real multiplications and N 
real additions are required to simulate N discrete 
components of a given time history. If N equals 1024, for 
example, the FFT method requires ten times more multipli- 
cations than does the Z-transform technique. 
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C. General Consideration in Digitization and 
Discrete Transformation Calculation 
There are several required operations for the 
processing of random data. They are heavily dependent upon 
the physical phenomenon represented by the data and the 
desired engineering goals. In this section, the basic con- 
siderations associated with digital simulation are 
discussed. 
Cut-Off Frequency 
Sampling a time history for digital data analysis 
is usually performed at equally spaced intervals of time. 
Care must be taken in determining an appropriate sampling 
interval At. If sampling points are taken too close 
together, they will yield correlated and highly redundant 
data, thus unnecessarily increasing the labor and cost of 
calculations. On the other hand, sampling at points which 
are too far apart will lead to confusion between the low- 
and high-frequency components in the original time history; 
this is so-called aliasing. Generally, at least two 
samples per cycle are required to define a frequency 
component in the data. Hence, the highest frequency which 
can be defined by sampling at the rate of l/At samples per 
second is 1/2At cps. This is called the Nyquist frequency.. 
fC 
= 1/2At . (3-47) 
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e 
Frequencies in the original data above 1/2At cps 
will be folded back into the range from 0 to 1/2At cps, 
and be confused with data in the frequency range below this 
value. 
One way to avoid the aliasing problem is to choose 
At sufficiently small, that is, fc large, that it is 
physically unrealistic for data to exist above fc. In 
general, it is a good rule (see 1171) to select fc to be 
one and one-half to two times greater than the maximum 
anticipated frequency. For example, for atmospheric turbu- 
lence simulation, the energy spectrum (as shown in Figure 
2-7, page 19) indicates most of the kinetic energy is in 
the range below 1 cps. Therefore, a meaningful At is about 
0.1 to 0.5 sec. 
The Quantization Error 
Since the magnitude of each data sample must be 
expressed by some fixed number of digits, only a fixed set 
of levels is available for approximating the infinite 
number of levels in the continuous data. For typical 
analog to digital conversion, the quantization error will 
have a uniform probability distribution with a standard 
deviation of approximately 0.29 Ax (see [17], where Ax 
is the quantization increment. This is demonstrated as 
follows: 
c 
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Let P(x) be the quantization error probability 
density function defined by 
P(x) = 1 -0.5 2 x <, 0.5 
= 0 otherwise . 
The variance of the error 
o2 = /m(x-z}2 X P(x) dx . -co 
Since X = 0, 
2 0.5 cr =/ X -0.5 
x2dX+, 
the standard deviation is 
0 
X 
= v = 0,29 scale unit . (3-48) 
In practice, the quantization error is usually 
unimportant relative to other sources of error in the data 
processing, For example, for simulated turbulence, the 
quantization increment Ax is usually chosen as 0.01 m/set. 
Therefore, the standard deviation of the quantization 
error is approximately equal to 0.0029 m/set, and is small 
enough to be neglected. However, care must be exercised-to 
assure that the range of quantization is small enough to 
assure the accuracy desired. 
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The Bias Error 
All of the power spectral density algorithms con- 
sidered herein use the discrete Fourier transform. The 
finite length of time, T = NoAt, influences the spectral 
function. The estimated spectrum rje is calculated by the 
finite length time history x,(t), which is the product of a 
"boxcar" function bT(t) and the original time history x(t). 
x,(t) = bT(t) l x(t) , (3-49) 
where 
bT(t) = 0 t < T/2 
= 1 -T/2 2 t 5 T/2 
= 0 t > T/2 . 
The Fourier transform of bT(t) gives 
BT(f) = I.mbT(f) e --j2lTft dt 
-co 
(3-50) 
this is called a window function. 
Thus, the true spectrum $t will be different than 
the spectrum 9, estimated by the finite Fourier transfor- 
mation. The two functions are related by the convolution 
integral 
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9, (f) = j_mbt(fl) BT (f-f,) dfl 
(3-51) 
a, 
= ,I, et (fl) T ( 
sin (r (f-f,) T) 
IT (i -fl) T 
dfl . 
The difference between Ge and Gt is defined as the 
bias error. The strongest objection to the boxcar window 
is "leakage through the side lobes," as shown in Figure 3-4. 
The side lobes are those portions of the window between l/T 
and 2/T, between T/2 and 3/T, and so forth. 
Figure 3-4. The spectral window for boxcar 
weighting function. 
This deficiency in the boxcar window can be over- 
come largely by using a tapered window which tapers the 
ends of the time history. For example, the Hanning window 
. 
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is defined as 
hT(t) = 0 for t < - T/2 
= ; [l+cos (F, 3 - T/2 f t 2 T/2 (3-52) 
= 0 t > T/2 . 
Then the Fourier transform of hT(t) gives the Hanning 
window function HT(f) where 
HT(f) = + BT (f 1 -fo)+-Z BT 1 (f) +hBT(f+fo), (3-53) 
where 
fO 
= l/T . 
The Hanning window function is shown in Figure 3-5, 
the side lobes of which are greatly reduced. 
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Figure 3-5. The spectral function of 
Hanning window function. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF SIMULATION 
Chapter IV discusses simulation of turbulence 
employing the various filter techniques described in 
Chapter III. Included in the discussion are simulated 
turbulence time histories, probability density functions, 
power spectrum functions, and coherence functions. Some of 
the simulated results are compared with turbulence 
properties measured in the atmosphere. The atmospheric 
data were measured at NASA Marshall-Space Flight Center, 
Atmospheric Boundary Layer Facility [19]. 
A. Random Number Generation 
A 12-term equation (see Equation (3-6)) is used for 
generation of the Gaussian random numbers. These numbers 
used as input for the simulations described later are shown 
in Figure 4-l. 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 II’ ’ I’ r ‘1’1 1’ ’ I I -3 
Figure 4-l. Gaussian distributed random signals with zero 
mean and unity standard deviation (2048 data). 
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By using the computer subroutine GAUSS, as 
described in Chapter III, Section A, and shown in Appendix 
A, Section A-l, ten sets of data, each set having 2048 
digitized points, are generated. The first starting'value, 
IX in subroutine GAUSS, is arbitrarily chosen as 65549. 
The starting value for the successive sets is taken as the 
last output value, IX, from the previous set. The input 
mean value x and the standard deviation c are selected as 
zero and unity, respectively. The properties of each of 
the ten sets of output are shown in Table 4-l. 
Table 4-l. The Variance, 0, and Mean Value of Random 
Signal Generated by Equation (3-6) 
Set No. Starting Value Variance Is Mean 
1 65 549 0.975 0.99 -0.02 
2 1 873 182 733 0.962 0.98 -0.01 
3 525 074 445 0.961 0.98 -0.02 
4 250 707 981 0.976 0.99 -0.01 
5 1 050 083 341 0.983 0.99 -0.03 
6 775 716 877 1.062 1.03 0.04 
7 1 575 092 237 0.960 0.98 0.02 
8 1 300 725 773 0.978 0.99 0.00 
9 2 100 101 133 0.981 0.99 0.00 
10 1 825 734 669 1.041 1.02 0.03 
Average 0.988 0.994 0.00 
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Table 4-l shows that the generated standard devi- 
ations and mean values are very close to the designed 
values. 
To examine the probability density function of the 
data set, the computer program PDF is used (see Appendix A, 
Section A-2). This computer program is based on the 
following equations. 
The probability density function P(x) can be 
defined as (see 1171) 
P(x,) Ax = Prob 1 (x0-F )<x(t) 5 (xo+~~ 1 I (4-l) 
where the function Prob [A] represents the probability that 
Statement A is true. More precisely, 
P (x0) = lim 
Prob 1(x,-$) < x(t) < (x0+ 2 % 1 
AIi . (4-S) Ax+0 
For digitized data, xn, n = 1,2,...,N, the 
probability that xn falls within the range [x0 *x/2 1 can be 
calculated as 
prob[ (xo+)<Xn- 
NX 
< (x .+?)I =+ (4-3) 
where N, is the number of digitized values which lie in 
0 
the range [x0 + Ax/2 1 . 
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The probability 
Equation (4-2) can thus 
p (x0) 
density function defined in 
be written as 
= 
Rather than using the limiting process for digital 
NX 
. 0 
2;To N Ax l (4-4) 
simulation, a small, finite value of Ax is used which gives 
NX 
p”(xo) = & . (4-5) 
Figure 4-2 shows the calculated $(x0) for Data 
Set 1, using Ax = 0.3, compared with the theoretical 
Gaussian distribution defined in Equation (3-4). Figure 
4-3 shows the same 6(x0) c0mpute.d by using a Ax value of 
Ax = 0.2. Comparison of the two figures shows that the 
variation in Ax has little influence on the agreement of 
the $(x0) function with the theoretical distribution to be 
simulated. Figure 4-4 shows the influence of using 
Ax = 0.2 and of increasing the sample size, N. Using the 
total 20480 datum points, the estimate of 6(x0) agrees con- 
siderably better with the actual Gaussian distribution. 
As mentioned previously, a Gaussian distributed 
white noise input is required for the proposed simulations. 
The power spectrum for white noise is constant for all 
frequencies. The power spectrum for the generated random 
signal input was computed to confirm that it was, indeed, 
constant. 
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0.5 
0 
X 
Figure 4-2. The estimated probability density function 
of the 2048 random numbers, shown in 
Figure 4-1, compared with the theoretical 
Gaussian distribution (Ax = 0.3). 
! 
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
X 
Figure 4-3. Probability density function of the data set 
used in Figure 4-2, computed with Ax = 0.2. 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
X 
Figure 4.4. Probability density function computed with 
total 20480 data points (Ax = 0.2). 
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A raw estimate of the power spectrum is defined as 
(see 1171), 
$ (f) = ; pw,t) I2 , 
where T = N-At, and X(f,T) is the Fourier transform of x(t) 
for discrete frequency values shown in Equation (3-15), 
xm = 
X ( fm,T 1 
At m = 0,1,2 ,...,N-1 . 
Hence, the discrete power spectrum becomes 
(4-7) 
(J-8) 
To transform the time history xn to the frequency 
domain Xm, the fast Fourier transform computer subroutine 
FFT (see Appendix A, Section A-3) is used. The estimated 
discrete power spectrum is then calculated from Equation 
(4-8). The computer subroutine for this purpose is called 
SPEC (see Appendix A, Section A-4). The estimated spectrum 
of Data Set 1 as generated by this subroutine is shown in 
Figure 4-5(a). 
Since the estimated spectrum is for bandwidth- 
limited input data, estimates at a frequency spacing of l/T 
will be essentially uncorrelated. Hence, smoothing or 
averaging techniques are required to obtain a representa- 
tive spectrum function. One smoothing technique consists 
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(a) Estimated raw spectrum 
1/(2oAt) 
a' 4 , t 
3 
2 .’ 
f 
(b) Ten-point frequency smoothed spectrum 
0” 4- 
3 a’ 
o-::::::::::: ::::::::: f 
(c) Segment-averaged spectrum for ten data sets 
Figure 4-5. The estimated raw and smoothed spectra of 
Data Set 1 (Figure 4-1, page 54) 
(At = 0.1 set). 
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of averaging n neighboring frequency components of the raw 
spectrum estimates (see I17]), 
@A = ; I $m + (a,+, + l l l + !am+n-l 1 l (4-9) 
Figure 4-5(b) shows the frequency smoothed value 4; of the 
+m given in Figure 4-5(a). 
A second technique of smoothing is averaging the 
results from n separate time slices, segment averaging, 
where each slice is of length T such that the original 
length is equal to n-T. The averaged spectrum is given by 
(see 1171) 
(4-10) 
where the second subscript indicates the slice number. 
Figure 4-5(c) shows the segment-averaged values of 
+;r as well as the average of the em values calculated 
separately for each of the ten sets of data listed in 
Table 4-l. The computer subroutine for smoothing is 
called SMOOTH and is listed in Appendix A, Section A-5. 
B. Simulated Turbulence 
As discussed in Chapter II, various spectrum models 
can be simulated by different filter functions. A general 
form of H(f), which represents the Dryden filter and is a 
good approximation of the Kaimal and von Karman spectrum 
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filter, is given by 
H(f) = c+jdf 
[a+jflZ ' 
(4-11) 
where the constants a, c, and d are different for each 
model, as listed in Table 4-2. 
Equation (4-11) can be written as 
H(f) = c + jdf 
[ (a2-f2)+2jaf] 
= D [c(a2 -f2)+ 2adf2 + j [(a2 -f2)d-2aclf1, (4-12) 
where 
D 1 ;1 
(a 2-f2 )2+4a f 22' 
The real and imaginary parts of H(f) function are then 
given by the two functions 
HR(f) = D I c ( a2 -f2 )+2acIf2 1 
(4-13) 
HI(f) = D [ (a2-f2)d -2aclf . 
A computer subroutine FILTER (see Appendix A, Section A-6) 
is available for the calculation of the real and imaginary 
parts of the filter function. This subroutine also calcu- 
lates the output Y(f) from 
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Table 4-2. Coefficients a, c, and d for 
Different Spectrum Model 
Longitudinal component 
of Dryden spectrum 
(Equation (2-11)) 
Lateral component 
of Dryden spectrum 
(Equation (2-11)) 
s-(L) 
312 
27r2 2A 
Approximate 
Kaimal spectriun 
(Equation (2-20)) 
312 m 
0.155(!) 0.6432 cl(;) 0.279 o(Z) 
Approximate 312 w 
von Karman spectrum 0.286(i) 0.114 cl@ 0.398 G(;) 
(Equation (2-23)) 
YR(f) = HR(f)XR(f) - HI(f)XI(f) 
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(4-14) 
YI(f) = HR(f)XI(f) + HI(f)XR(f) 
where XR(f) and XI(f) are the real and imaginary parts of 
the Fourier transform of the input x(t). 
The frequency function Y(f) is transferred to the 
time domain, y(t), with the inverse FFT method. 
The difference equation based on the 
Z-transformation technique can be derived for the filter of 
the spectrum given by Equation (4-ll), as illustrated for 
the simple case in Chapter II, Section B. Thus, the 
discrete output Y,+~ is related to y,, ynml, xn, and xnWl 
by: 
Y n+l=Cl'Yn + c2*yn-1 + dpn + d2*xn-l ' 
where 
c1 = 2 exp I-2an At ] 
c2 = - exp I-4a1~ At 1 
dl 
c1 =dIC-++( 
ba2 
a-;'b) At -Cl 1 
ba2 
d2 
c1 =dl-("i--l)-( 
ba2 
a-;'b) At] cl/2 . 
(4-15) 
The constants a, c, and d are those listed in Table 4-2, 
and the constant b = (27~) l/2 . 
A computer program employing the Z-transformation 
technique called DZT is given in Appendix A, Section A-7. 
The FFT/FILTER method and the DZT method are now used to 
simulate turbulence time histories having the different 
spectra described above. 
Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show the simulated time 
histories for the four spectra as defined by the constants 
listed in Table 4-2, using both the FFT and DZT methods, 
respectively. All data shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 are 
normalized with CT to facilitate comparison. Smaller values 
of u DZT therefore give larger peaks, as shown in Figure 4-7. 
Although the expected values of x and CI are zero 
-and unity, respectively, the simulated mean value x and 
standard deviation u are affected differently by the FFT 
and DZT methods. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 show values of x and CI 
determined statistically from the simulated turbulence time 
histories using Table 4-1, page 55, as the input. Table 
4-3 shows that the value of x is approximately two times 
the input value for the FFT simulation, but almost exactly 
the input for the DZT method. The overall average value, 
however, is still in the acceptable range. 
Table 4-4 indicates that the input variance is con- 
siderably altered by both techniques. This effect is 
strongly dependent on the time increment At. 
To generate the correct variance, one must consider 
the difference between a continuous system before and after 
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2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
(a) Longitudinal component of Dryden spectrum model 
(b) Lateral component of Dryden spectrum model 
(c) Approximated Kaimal spectrum model 
(d) Approximated von Karman spectrum model 
Figure 4-6. The normalized time histories of simulated 
turbulence by the FFT method using Data Set 1 
as input (At = 0.5, N = 2048). 
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2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
(a) Longitudinal component of Dryden spectrum model 
(b) Lateral component of Dryden spectrum model 
(c) Approximated KaimaJ spectrum model 
(d) Approximated von Karman spectrum model 
Figure 4-7. The normalized time histories of simulated 
turbulence by the DZT method using Data Set 1 
as input (At = 0.5, N = 2048). 
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Table 4-3. The Mean Value of the Simulated Turbulence 
Input DZT FFT 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.06 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
-0.02 -0.02 -0.05 
-0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
-0.03 -0.04 -0.09 
0.04 0.04 0.09 
0.02 0.02 0.06 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.01 
0.03 0.03 0.07 
Average 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 
Table 4-4. The Standard Deviation u of the 
Simulated Turbulence 
s: -w=- -- 
At 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 
Input 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
DZT 0.18 0.25 0.40 0.56 0.79 
FFT 0.44 0.63 0.99 1.36 1.86 
- ___ __ _. _~ _~--_- . .__ 
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it is passed through a sampling and holding device. The 
sample and hold function s(t) is related to the continuous 
function x(t) by 
ii(t) = y x(nAt) Is (t-nAt) -s (t- (n+l)At) I , (4-16) 
n=O 
where s(t) is the step function defined 
s(t) = 1 tzo 
= 0 t<o, 
Taking the Fourier transform of Equation (4-16) 
ii(w) = P 
n=O 
xn le 
-jnAtwBe -j (n+l)Atw 
l(J-J 
1 
= i xn e 
-jnAtw [l- e -jAtw 1 
n=O Ia 
= xm 1 
1 _ e-jAtw 
Ia I I 
(4-17) 
where Xm is the discrete Fourier component of x(t) (see 
Equation (3-16)). Equation (4-17) therefore becomes 
h-4 = x(w) l s(w) , (4-18) 
where 
s(w) = &,I 
1 - exp (- jAtu) l . 
Ia 
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Let the continuous function input have a constant 
spectrum $x(f) and a variance of 0:. Then the spectrum of 
the sample and hold output is 
$x (4) = @x(f) l Is(f) I2 . (4-19) 
Since the constant spectrum Gx(f) can be replaced by 
a2 = /1'2At@ X (f) df 0 X 
Gx (f) = 2At 0: , 
it follows that 
S,(f) = 2At a2 I Si;:;fAt) ] . X (4-20) 
Using this sample and hold data as the input of the 
turbulence simulation system, the simulated output variance 
is 
n2 = Jm; (f) IH(f) 12df , 
OY ox 
(4-21) 
and since the continuous system output 4~ Y 
is defined by 
@Y 
= [H(f) 12, Equation (4-21) becomes 
A2 = lm2c2 At [si;;;fAt) 1" $y(f) df . 
oy o x 
(4-22) 
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Assuming Isin(nfAt) /~fAt] to be approximately unity for 
the lower frequency (see Table 4-5) where the atmospheric 
turbulence has the most significant energy density, 
Equation (4-22) reduces to 
n2 
EY 
a2 
= 2At Irn$ (f)df 
0 y 
= 2At a2 
Y l 
X 
If 0: is equal to unity, then 
n2 
OY 
= 2At c2 
Y ' 
-.or if (5 z is selected equal to 
u2 = & , 
X 
(4-23) 
(4-24) 
(4-25) 
then 
Table 4-5. Values of I sin(rfAt) /rfAt I for 
Low Frequency f (At = 0.1) 
f 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 
I sin (rfht) 3 nfAt 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.995 0.983 0.935 0.858 
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Hence, by adjusting the input variance CI~ through 
the relationship 1/2At, the discrete system will have the 
desired output variance c2 
Y. 
Considering now the difference equation of the 
Z-transformation, the output variable in terms of the input 
variables is 
Y, = y c%. x. . 
i=l 1 IL 
(4-27) 
Since each value of xi (or yi) is independent, the variance 
can be given by 
02 CT2 lim y c%2 
'Y= Xn+mi=oiw 
(4-28) 
To find the CL:, one can write the initial terms of 
the difference equation for the first few inputs and then 
deduce the functional relationship between ai and CX(~+~). 
The sum of the squares of these terms can then be split 
into geometric series and derivatives of geometrkc series, 
which are all summable. For example, the result for 
Equation (3-46) is (see Appendix B) 
1 I (4-29) 
where 
V a= iT - 
- 
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For small At, Equation (4-29) reduces to 
^2 
L 
u2 
X 
With 0: = 1 the result is 
A2 At 2 z-0 
OY II Y' 
(4-30) 
(4-31') 
Alternately, if the input is selected as 
(4-32) 
-.then the output variance z2 
Y 
of the difference equation will 
be equal to the desired output variance c2. 
Y 
Figure 4-8 compares Equations (4-24) and (4-31) 
with the calculated standard deviations given in Table 4-4, 
page 69. In both cases good agreement with the theory in 
the small At range is observed. This is expected, since 
Equations (4-24) and (4-31) also assume small At. Hence, 
the variance can be simulated properly by applying 
Equations (4-25) and (4-32), respectively, to the input of 
the system. The computer program for generating the input 
array xi with the adjusted variance is called INPUT, and is 
listed in Appendix A, Section A-8. 
To compare the simulated turbulence with measured 
atmospheric turbulence, the value of the reference velocity 
V, the turbulence integral length scale A, and the 
I 
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turbulence intensity CJ must be specified. The reference 
velocity is usually selected as the mean wind speed at the 
given height of the simulation. The A and c values are 
functions of height, z, atmospheric stability conditions, 
11, (z/L) r and surface roughness, zo. The parameter L is the 
Monin Obukhov stability length. Equations for predicting 
the turbulence intensity values are given in 171 as: 
u3 = 0.52 U/ IRn($+ 1) + IJJ(z/L) I 
0 
-0.8 
u2 = u3 10.583 + 1.39x1O-3 z] 
-0.4 
u1 = a3 IO.177 + 2.74~10-~ z] 
(4-33) 
The turbulence length scale for the Dryden spectrum is 
given in 1161 as: 
44.21(3.28 z)~‘~ z 2 533-n 
A, -- A2 = 
533 z > 533m 
(4-34) 
Z z < 533m 
A3 = 
533 z > 533m . 
Figure 4-9 shows the comparison of the longitudinal 
. 
velocity component time histories of simulated and measured 
atmospheric turbulence. The mean wind speed, U, and 
[a) Measured atmospheric turbulence (z = 24 m) 
2 
1 
0 
-' 1 
-2 
100 sec. 
(b) Simulated Dryden spectrum turbulence 
(c) Simulated turbulence of approximate Kaimal model 
(d) Simulated turbulence of approximate van Karman model 
Figure 4-9. The normalized time histories 
(At = 0.5, N = 2048). 
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turbulence intensity, 0, of the measured data are 7.52 m/s 
and 1.78 m/s, respectively. Based on this value and a 
height of 24 m for neutral stable conditions, the calcu- 
lated value of o1 from Equation (4-33) is 1.26 m/s, which 
is the standard deviation used to simulate turbulence. 
Hence, the time histories shown in Figure 4-9 are 
normalized to facilitate comparison. From visual obser- 
vation of the time histories, it appears that the measured 
data contain more high-frequency components than the simu- 
lated results. This is expected because the Dryden form of 
the spectrum results in a filter which generates less 
power at higher frequencies (see Figure 2-2, page 9). 
The probability density functions (PDF) of the 
measured and simulated turbulence are given in Figure 4-10. 
All of the simulated turbulence is very nearly Gaussian 
distributed; however, the measured atmospheric turbulence 
has non-Gaussian characteristics, as discussed in Chapter 
==, Section C. Hence, the multi-filter system shown in 
Figure 2-8, page 20, and in Table 2-1, page 26, has been 
programmed (Appendix A, Section A-9) to provide better 
simulation of the non-Gaussian characteristics of atmos- 
pheric turbulence. 
. 
The calculated PDF's of this model for different 
values of r, the adjusting coefficient, are shown in 
Figure 4-11. A proper selected value of r is observed to 
provide a correct PDF for the simulated turbulence. 
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(a) Measured atmospheric 
turbulence 
(b) Simulated Dryden spectrum 
turbulence 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
(c) Simulated turbulence (d) Simulated turbulence of 
of approximate approximate 
Kaimal model von Karman model 
Figure 4-10. The estimated PDF of the data of the 
different spectra techniques 
(Ax = 0.2). 
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
(a) r = 0.5 
I I I I I I 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
(b) r = 1.0 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
(c) r = 2.0 (d) r = 5.0 
Figure 4-11. The calculated PDF using the non-Gaussian 
model (Ax = 0.2). 
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Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show the time histories and PDF'S of 
the simulated non-Gaussian turbulence and of the measured 
atmospheric turbulence, respectively. 
The PDF of the non-Gaussian model gives a peak shape 
similar to the measured data. This model also increases 
the number of .sharp peaks relative to the Gaussian model; 
however, the number of overall high-frequency components is 
still much less than that for the measured atmospheric 
turbulence. This is to be expected because the non-Gaussian 
model still utilizes the Dryden spectrum filter. 
In order to examine how well the simulation repro- 
duces the input spectra functions, the discrete estimates 
were calculated from Equation (4-8). The segment-averaging 
technique, Equation (4-lo), is applied to smooth the 
spectra. 
The spectra estimates of turbulence are shown in 
Figures 4-14 and 4-15 for the FFT and DZT methods, 
respectively. Each plot is smoothed using 20 sets of data. 
The theoretical curves, based on Table 4-2, page 64, are 
also plotted for each case. Comparing these two figures 
shows that the FFT method provides a better spectrum simu- 
lation than the DZT method. 
The spectrum of measured atmospheric turbulence was 
also computed and is compared with the von Karman spectrum 
(Equation 2-10)) and the Dryden spectrum (Equation (2-11)) 
in Figure 4-16. In this particular case, the measured 
spectrum agrees best with the von Karman Spectrum= 
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(a) Measured atmospheric turbulence (z = 24 m> 
100 sec. 
1 
t 
0 
-1 
-2 
(.b) Simulated non-Gaussian Dryden spectrum model 
Figure 4-12. The normalized time histories (r = 1.5). 
I I 
,3 -2 -1 P 1 2 3 
(a) Measured atmospheric 
turbulence (z = 24 m) 
(b) Simulated non-Gaussian 
Dryden spectrum model 
(r = 1.5) 
Figure 4-13. The estimated PDF of the non-Gaussian 
turbulence. 
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Figure 4-16. Comparison of two theoretical curves with the 
calculated spectrum of measured atmospheric 
turbulence (z = 24 m,At = 0.5, N = 2048). 
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It is well known that the von Karman spectrum more 
accurately describes atmospheric turbulence than does the 
Dryden spectrum (see Figure 2-2, page 9). For stable 
atmospheric turbulent flow conditions the Kaimal spectrum 
is required. 
Because of the irrational nature of the von Karman 
and Kaimal spectrum functions, no real physical filter 
function can be obtained for simulation purposes. However, 
an exact solution of the filter function for these two 
spectra can be obtained. For the von Karman spectrum, the 
filter function is given as: 
H1 (~1 = c1 
(a + jw)5'6 
(4-35) 
where 
H2(d = 
b(jw + c2) 
(a + jti)11'6 ' 
a = (0.74682): 
CJ2Vl'8 
b = (0.72236 IF] 
= (0.62558) 1 
olv1'3 V 
c1 *1,3 1 , c2 = (0.4573)K l 
For the Kaimal spectrum the filter section is: 
H(f) = C 
a + j(f) 
5/6 ' (4-36) 
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where 
= (0.17241) [;I 
5/6 l/3 
a I C = (0.34482) [;I 
Therefore, by using Equations (4-35) and (4-36) in con- 
junction with the FFT method as described in Equations 
(4-13) and (4-14), the exact von Karman or Kaimal turbu- 
lence spectra can be simulated. The computer program for 
simulation of these two spectrum functions is included in 
the subroutine FILTER (Appendix A, Section A-6). 
In Figure 4-17 the time histories utilizing these 
more exact spectrum functions are compared with measured 
atmospheric turbulence. It can be seen from this figure 
that simulation of the high-frequency components is 
improved greatly over the Dryden and approximate filter 
simulations shown in Figure 4-9, page 77. The spectrum 
functions computed by Equation (4-8) for these two cases 
are shown in Figure 4-18, and the results agree very well 
with the theoretical curves. 
Two disadvantages for these mathematical models 
are: first, due to the irrational form of the filter 
function, the DZT method cannot be used to establish the 
simple difference equation; and second, the correlation 
functions for both the von Karman and Kaimal spectra are 
much more complicated than the exponential function for the 
Dryden spectrum (see Equation (2-26)). For example, the 
correlation function for the von Karman spectrum is in the 
I 
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(a) Measured atmospheric turbulence (z = 24 m) 
t I 
100 sec. 
2 
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(b) Simulated von Karman spectral turbulence 
(c> Simulated Kaimal spectral turbulence 
Figure -4-17. The time histories of non-linear system 
(At = 0.5, N = 2048). 
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form of modified Bessel function of the one-third order [53. 
Thus, the von Karman and Kaimal spectra cannot be utilized 
for the multi-filter system to simulate the non-Gaussian 
. 
character of atmospheric turbulence. 
C. Simulation with Interlevel Coherence 
In this section, simulated horizontal components of 
wind speed which include vertical coherence are discussed. 
Measured wind data recorded at the eight-tower Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer Facility, Atmospheric Sciences Division, 
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, are also computed and 
presented for comparison. 
The output transform, discussed in Chapter II and 
in reference 131, is given by 
M 
Y(K,Z) = A H(K,~) 1 Dm(K,z)Km(K) I 
m=-M 
where the Dm(K,z) was defined by Equation (2-38) as: 
Dm(K,z) = cm exp 1 jKzmTr/so I , co = (K Az)max . 
Substituting D,(K ,z) into Equation (4-37) gives 
YW,z) = H(K,z) Imy, (e 
jern 
X,(K) 
= 
(4-37) 
t-e 
-Pm 
X-,(K) )B,l r (4-38) 
where 
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c A 
Bo=+ , Bm=cmA for m f 0 
'rn = mKzn// 0 l 
Equation (4-38) can be reduced to 
Y(K,z) = H(K,z) X'(K,z) , (4-39) 
where the 
X'(K,z) = Xm(K) + e 
-j em 
m=O 
XBrn(K) ) Bm . 
Thus, the transform of the output Y(K,z) can be calculated 
in the same manner as described in Equations (4-13) and 
(4-14). The computer program for calculation of these 
equations is listed in Appendix A, Section A-10 . 
Simulated results are obtained by using 11 levels 
of random signal inputs (M equal to 5 in Equation (4-37)) 
and the Dryden spectrum filter function for H(K,z). 
Figures 4-19 and 4-20 compare the time histories and auto- 
spectra of simulated coherent turbulence with the measured 
values for the 24 m and 12 m levels. Both figures show 
simularly shaped curves of equal magnitude. 
As also mentioned in Chapter II, the atmospheric 
turbulence near the ground shows a coherence which behaves 
as 
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Figure 4-20. The spectrum estimated of level 
coherence turbulence (N = 2048). 
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Y, (.?-I 1 = expI:-an1 , (4-40) 
where 
= AZ f rl - 
v l 
This expression for y,(n) was originally proposed by 
Davenport I131 as a simple scaling law to describe the 
coherence of the vertical interlevel winds. He found a to 
be equal to 15.4 (note some reports use 7.7 for the square 
root coherence function). Stegen and Thorpe [12] show this 
is approximately correct. Work by Pielke and Panofsky 1211 
and Brook 1111, however , provides values for the coeffi- 
,cient, a, which are dependent on stable conditions, as 
shown in Table 4-6. 
Table 4-6. The Estimates of the Coefficient, a, of 
Different Stable Condition [ll] 
~_=zzzY== ---. _.- _ _. __-_ LL --.= -,ym :- -z : c 
Neutral 
Component n Range Stable Stable Unstable 
Longitudinal all - n 16.8 17.0 16.8 
l-j < 0.12 13.4 13.2 16.8 
Lateral all - rl 12.5 12.8 10.4 
q < 0.12 14.4 13.4 11.6 
__- ___. --F--.----z- ---. 
- 
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The coherence function is usually calculated from 
spectra as follows (note: here the x and y simply indicate 
two different time histories): 
Y xym = 
bxy(n) I 
@,bl) Qy(rl) ‘ 
(4-41) 
where the cross-spectrum is defined as: 
[ X(17) y* (T-l) 1 . (4-42) 
By using this equation and Equation (4-8) for the auto- 
spectra, the coherence function for a multi-input system 
as shown in Equation (4-37) can be calculated as: 
2 [c +2 0 y c2 cos ( mnnr/nmax 1 1 
Y(Q) = --- 
m=O 
2 I 2 [c +2 0 Y m=O 
cf 1 
(4-43) 
where 
AZmax fmax 
rl = max v l 
The value of fmax is taken as the cut-off frequency 
(Nyquist frequency) for the discrete transformation. In 
order to reproduce accurately the coherence function y, 
given in Equation (4-40), the value of Azmax must be 
selected appropriately. Figure 4-21 shows the exponential 
curve with a = 17 compared with Equation (4-43) for 
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different values of Azmax. This figure indicates that 
small values of AZ max' approximately equal to 2 or 3, 
represent reasonable values to describe the exponential 
curve. Note that Equation (4-43) produces a second peak 
after one period at 
rl/rl,, = 2.0 ; (4-44) 
therefore, in programming the coherence model, the 
undesired cyclic peaks occurring at high frequencies must 
be truncated. A critical frequence 0, is defined by 
n, = n,, . (4-45) 
This critical frequency defines the upper limit of the 
coherence function in Equation .(4-43); hence, 
Y (rl) = Y (11,) for all n > n, . (4-46) 
Figure 4-22 compares the calculated coherence 
functions of simulated and measured turbulence with the 
exponential curve given by Equation (4-40). This figure 
shows that the model behaves very much like the atmospheric 
turbulence and, at the same time, indicates that the calcu- 
lated coherence functions are described appropriately by 
the exponential curve. 
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The coherence of the simulated time histories was 
computed using statistical techniques. Considerable care 
must be taken in evaluating the coherence function because 
the statistical estimate has a rather complex sampling 
distribution. The coherence estimate must be smoothed by 
either ensemble or frequency averaging in order to suppress 
the random error to acceptable levels. Otherwise, even for 
the case of totally incoherent data, the estimated 
coherence will be unity for the entire frequency range. It 
should be noted, in particular, that the smoothing must be 
carried out separately for the real and imaginary terms of 
the cross-spectrum shown in Equation (4-42). Therefore, 
4,,(n) can be represented by 
@xy(n) =4 iy(nl + j4zy(n) , (4-47) 
where the $I 
XY 
and $" 
XY 
are the real and imaginary parts of 
(P XY' 
called the co-spectrum and the quad-spectrum, 
respectively. To smooth the cross-spectrum, the averaging 
technique must be applied to each term individually. 
Therefore, 
$xy(n) =Tiy('l) + jT4y(n) , (4-48) 
where the bar indicates the averaged value. Then the 
coherence yxy(n) can be calculated by 
102 
(4-49) 
It is re-emphasized that the average must be taken 
before the absolute function of the cross-spectrum is 
computed. This is because the value of the spectrum 
function is small relative to the high variation created by 
the discrete transformation. Therefore, the magnitude of 
the standard deviation of the variate is much greater than 
the magnitude of the mean, Thus, smoothing the absolute 
value of the spectrum is, in effect, just averaging the 
variance. The variance is always positive; therefore, the 
average is very large. By averaging $iy and $ly 
separately, the positive and negative values reduce the 
magnitude of the average. The computer program for calcu- 
lation of the coherence function and the smoothing 
techniques is listed in Appendix A, Section A-11. 
- 
CHAPTER V 
APPLICATION AND CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how the 
different turbulence simulation techniques influence 
computer-simulated landings of aircraft having the charac- 
teristics of a DC-8. A three-degree-of-freedom dynamic 
model of an aircraft during approach is utilized with 
different models of simulated turbulence imposed as atmos- 
pheric gusts. The development of the model of the airplane 
dynamics and a description of the computer program are dis- 
cussed in detail by Frost and Reddy [22] and Frost and 
Crosby 123-J. 
The three-degree-of-freedom airplane computer model 
uses Runge-Kutta integration to solve the system of time- 
dependent, second-order ordinary differential equations 
(see Appendix C). The flight simulation program incorpo- 
rates an automatic control system in which the basic 
control inputs are thrust and pitch angle and the control 
variables are speed and flight path height. The model 
selector automatica,lly selects the proper control modes in 
sequence according to the predetermined flight path. The 
four modes are hold, capture, track, and flare, as shown in 
Figure 5-l. 
103 
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altitude 
hold mode 
capture mode 
tracking mode 
. . . . 
. . 
flare mode 
Figure 5-l. Automatic landing control modes. 
A. Method of Inputting Wind 
For input to the dynamic equations, the actual wind 
speed U at location (x,z) and time (t) is calculated by 
Ui(X,z,t) = 'i(') + ui(x,z,t) , (5-l) 
where the mean wind speed, u, upon which the turbulence is 
superimposed, is described by a logarithmic function of 
altitude z. Thus, 
z + z 
u1 (z) =gLnI z O] , V,=O, (5-z) 
0 0 
where 
u, is the friction velocity 
KO 
is the von Karman constant 
Z o is the surface roughness length . 
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To utilize the simulated turbulence described in 
the preceding chapters for analysis of landing aircraft, 
ui(x,z,t) is replaced by the discrete signals. Inputting 
the discrete data into the computer program requires some 
special attention: 
1. Simulation calculates N values for a given 
height z. 
2. The airplane is descending, so z is changing 
with each time step. 
3. A set of signals from a given transformation is 
generated for a period of 12.8 seconds, which 
is selected by using N equal to 128 (27) and 
At equal to 0.1 second. 
It is assumed that the turbulence characteristics 
encountered by the airplane during that time period are 
uniform. However, as a second control, the program con- 
tinuously checks altitude. If during the 12.8-second time 
period the aircraft has a sudden altitude change (in this 
case, 20 percent of the height z), the program auto- 
matically generates a new set of turbulence signals at the 
new height, 
A second consideration is that the simulated turbu- 
lence is the discrete time history of wind fluctuations at 
a fixed point, and Taylor's hypothesis must be applied to 
establish a space and time relationship for calculating the 
effects due to location change, as shown in Figure 5-2. A 
iAi 
I.. i 
14 
6 
.P 
.P -P 
(a) A fixed point P, after (b) A moving point P, after 
7At time steps, will 7At time steps, will 
encounter the eighth encounter the thirteenth 
turbulence signal turbulence signal 
Figure 5-2. Effects of aircraft motion relative to atmospheric motion. 
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time scale, tL.defined in Equation (5-3), is therefore used 
to count the turbulence signals 
tL n At , (5-3) 
where 
tL is the time scale for counting turbulence signals 
t is the real time measured from the airplane entering 
the wind field 
d is the distance moved by the airplane in time t 
V is the airplane relative velocity . 
Hence, the nth one of N-generated data is chosen as the 
turbulence fluctuation ui at the time t. The lift and drag 
(see Appendix C) on the airplane are therefore computed 
from the wind Ui, defined as 
Ui(t) = vi + ui(n At) . (5-4) 
The wind also enters into the equation (as shown in 
Appendix C) by 
dui aui aui ax aui az 
-=x+ dt Xat+asat* 
Hence, each term becomes two parts. For example, the 
aui/ax becomes 
aui aiTi aui 
-==+x. ax 
(5-5) 
(5-G) 
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Because the Taylor hypothesis is used, the gradient 
aui/ax of Equation (5-6) is represented by 
au. 
~=r”i ( (n+l)At) - Ui(n At) I / WAt) . (5-7) 
The computer program which provides the wind field 
data and the gradients for the aerodynamic equations is 
listed in Appendix A, Section A-12. Since the vertical 
motion of the airplane is relatively small compared with 
the horizontal motion, the gradient terms in the Z - 
direction can therefore be neglected. 
B. Simulated Landings 
The simulated landing begins at an altitude of 300 
meters and a distance of 7 km from the runway in the 
altitude hold mode. Although this height is somewhat low 
for an actual landing case, it has been used to save 
computer calculation time. The glide slope angle is 
2.7 deg and the initial trimmed airspeed is 70 m/s. 
The major aircraft landing error is the touch-down 
position shifting, which is mainly affected by mean wind 
shear and turbulence. The mean wind shear is dependent 
upon the parameters u* and zo, as described in Equation 
(5-2). For a no-turbulence case, the simulated results of 
landing positions are plotted against different values of 
u, and z. in Figures 5-3 and 5-4, respectively. A head 
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Figure 5-3. The landing position for different values of 
u* with no turbulence. 
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Figure 5-4. The landing position for different 
values of zo. 
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wind decreasing vertically toward the ground causes the 
plane to land short of the runway, whereas a tail wind 
decreasing vertically toward the ground causes the plane to 
overshoot the landing point. The scatter in results as 
seen in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 is probably due to the over- 
response of the automatic control system. 
In the landing simulation in which turbulence is 
the main cause of landing position error, different turbu- 
lence models have been applied. The statistical result for 
each model is based on a sample of 20 simulated landings. 
For the simple turbulence model with a Dryden spectrum, the 
statistical results of landing position are shown in 
Table 5-1. 
The turbulence intensity, CT, strongly influences 
scatter in the landing position about the mean; i.e., 
landing position error. In the discrete transformation the 
output standard deviation, s, can easily be adjusted by 
using Equation (4-23) or Equation (4-30) to give a constant 
ratio of the original calculated turbulence intensity. It 
is not realistic of changing turbulence intensity without 
changing the value of u*. The assumption has been made for 
only showing the influence of different values of 0. 
The error in the average landing position with 
respect to the no-turbulence condition, defined as the 
average error, and the standard deviation for a plane 
landing in Gaussian and non-Gaussian turbulence with a 
-. 
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Table 5-1. Twenty Landings for Simple Turbulence Model 
using a Dryden Spectrum with u* = 0.5 and 
Z 
0 
= 0.1 (FFT Method) 
Run No. 
Distance from Average 
Landing Position Touchdown Point 
1 6919.07 30.71 
2 6883.52 -66.26 
3 6950.17 0.39 
4 7000.64 50.86 
5 7001.87 52.09 
6 6969.55 19.77 
7 6988.47 38.69 
8 6992.39 42.61 
9 6907.23 -42.55 
10 6948.49 -1.29 
11 6956.65 6.87 
12 7070.36 120.58 
13 6970.75 20.97 
14 6945.24 -4.54 
15 6900.77 -49.01 
16 6922.49 -27.29 
17 6910.08 -39.70 
18 6891.43 -58.35 
19 6893.70 -56.08 
20 6972.73 22.95 
Average 
_. _ .._ __ 
6949.78 S.D. 46.37 
Note : The results for non-Gaussian, Dryden 
spectrum, and for the Gaussian, von Karman spectrum 
turbulence landing simulation are listed in Appendix D. 
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Dryden spectrum, and in Gaussian turbulence with a von 
Karman spectrum, are shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. Both 
figures show the direct relation of turbulence intensity to 
deviation in landing position. 
Another important factor relative to landing per- 
formance is the touchdown sink rate. From Figures 5-7 and 
5-8 one can conclude that the turbulence intensity has 
little influence on the average touchdown sink rate for the 
automatic control system used in this analysis. However, 
the variability of sink rate, i.e., standard deviation, 
does increase with increasing turbulence intensity. This 
occurs because the touchdown sink rate is very sensitive to 
the turbulence fluctuation after the flare mode is started. 
Near the ground E becomes small, and if an increased head 
wind due to turbulence is experienced followed by a large 
reduction, or even a tail wind near the runway, a sudden 
loss of lift occurs and causes a very hard landing. Also, 
as noted in Figure 5-8, when CJ is over 3 to 4 m/set, the 
standard deviation of sink rate approaches 30 percent of 
the mean sink rate. Thus, the chance of a hard landing 
becomes high. 
The influence of different turbulence models for 
this landing simulation can also be seen in Figures 5-5 
through 5-8. The average values of position error and sink 
rate are affected little by using different turbulence 
models, whereas the standard deviation in touchdown 
.- 
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Figure 5-5. The average landing error for different 
turbulence models (u* = 0.5, z. = 0.1). 
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Figure 5-6. The standard deviation of error for different 
turbulence models (I+ = 0.5, z. = 0.1). 
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Figure 5-8. The standard deviation of sink rate for 
different turbulence models 
(u* = 0.5, z. = 0.1). 
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position is influenced significantly by the different 
turbulence models. 
For the same spectrum function, a non-Gaussian 
turbulence model produces the higher degree of touchdown 
variability. It should also be noted that,when different 
spectrum functions are used, the von Karman model induces 
a smaller standard deviation in position error than the 
Dryden model. These flight simulation results indicate 
that for a DC-8-type airplane, the turbulence energy con- 
tained by the higher frequency fluctuation affects the 
landing position little. The sharp peaks of the non- 
Gaussian model represent the most dangerous events which 
can cause the airplane to lose control during the approach. 
Hence, it is important to simulate properly the non- 
Gaussian nature of the atmosphere. 
The DZT method for turbulence generation and the 
interlevel coherence turbulence model were also used to 
carry out flight simulation. As expected, the statistical 
results are essentially the same for the DZT method as they 
are for the FFT method. Also, the interlevel coherence 
model was found to give approximately the same results as 
the one-point spectrum model. The reason for this is that 
the airplane, when flying along the 2.7-deg glide slope, 
travels relatively longer distances in the horizontal 
direction than in the vertical direction. The coherence 
between vertical levels has little effect on the two-point 
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separation over relatively large horizontal distances. 
Therefore, the coherence turbulence model shows no signifi- 
cant difference from the one-point spectrum model for this 
landing simulation. 
C. Conclusion 
This study has been concerned with the problems of 
modeling continuous atmospheric turbul.ence by discrete 
transformation and with application to flight analysis. 
Different spectrum models have been used to generate turbu- 
lence. The results show that the von Karman spectrum more 
accurately describes atmospheric turbulence than does the 
..Dryden spectrum. Both the interlevel coherence of vertical 
layers and the non-Gaussian nature of atmospheric turbu- 
lence, which are important in airplane analysis, can be 
simulated properly by different models. Two discrete 
transformation techniques, FFT and DZT, work fairly well. 
Although the FFT method provides better spectrum simulation, 
the DZT method is faster for computation. 
On the other hand, the disadvantage of the von 
Karman spectrum model is that the non-Gaussian nature of 
atmospheric turbulence cannot be simulated simultaneously. 
For both the von Karman and the Kaimal spectra, only the 
FFT method can be used for the complex irrational filter 
function. 
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Overall, this study has provided a general dis- 
cussfon of statistical theories of atmospheric turbulence, 
the detailed description of both random signal analysis 
and digital simulation technique, and the application to 
the simulated turbulence to atmospheric flight analysis. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
A-l. Subroutine GAUSS (IX, SIG, XB, XDP) 
Subroutine GAUSS uses Equation (3-l), congruential 
method, to generate random numbers. The value of a in 
Equation (3-3) is selected equal to 65539. Also, the 
Central Limit theorem with 12 terms is applied to generate 
Gaussian distributed random numbers, Equation (3-6). 
Nomenclature 
IX Seed number (input and output) 
SIG Desired standard deviation (input) 
XB Desired mean value (input) 
XDP Normalized Gaussian random number (output) 
Listing 
SUtMOuTINL GAUSS(IX,SIG,XB,XDF) 
HEAL*8 XP 
A=O.O 
IAI 30 1=1,12* 
lY=Ix*65539 ---I 
Iti' 10,20,20 
10 IY=lY+2147483647+1 k- RANDU 
2(1 XP=IY I 
Xi'=Xk'*0.465bol3D-9 
IX=IY -1 
30 A=AtXP 
XDF=(R-6,Ol*SIGtXB 
t3LTlJHti 
&ND 
. 
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A-2. Subroutine PDF (N, DX, ND, X, P) 
Subroutine PDF computes the probability density 
function of a discrete data set {xi}, i = 1,2,...,N by 
using Equation (4-5). 
Nomenclature 
N 
DX 
ND 
X 
P 
Listins 
Dimension number for array X (input) 
Increment Ax (input) 
Dimension number for array P (input) 
Discrete data set (xi} (input) 
Calculated PDF of data set {xi> (output) 
SlJi3tlOUT11~i FDF(td,DX,fiD,X,P) 
LJlhiriSIIJlr X(d) ,P(NU) ,NF(2048) 
AS=- ~X*(~aD-l)/2+1,5) 
DLJ 30 I=l,dLI 
NP(1)=0. 
xs=xstux 
xE=xb+ux 
LJU LO J=l,N 
IF(X(J).Gt.XS.,WD.X(JI.LT.XE) hP(I)=Ni'(l)+l 
20 CO~\/ll’li\lUE 
30 Cul\('rlrrue; 
Uir 40 l=l,ND 
~tr)=l.*;rP~l,/(~x*N) 
40 COIJTINUC; 
Ht;l'UHN 
EN0 
A-3. Subroutine FFT (N, NP, NC, XR, XI) 
Subroutine FFT is based on the Fast Fourier Trans- 
form algorithm and computes the Fourier transformation (or 
Inverse) of discrete data. 
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Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (must be a power of 2) (input) 
NP Power to which 2 is raised, i.e., N = 2 NP (input) 
NC Control number (input) 
1 for Fourier transform 
2 for Inverse Fourier transform 
XR Real part of the data set (input and output) 
XI Imaginary part of the data set (input and output) 
Listing - 
5 U n P 8~ L, I’ 1 ,‘i L k k‘ 1 ( !‘i , 14 P , NC , 7. fi P X 1 1 
lbllni.r~S.ICu Xbi:(isJ ,XI(NJ 
1Ft.iJC.LQ.l) G;L) ro 120 
LJU 110 l=l,Ir 
110 Xi(l)=-Al(l) 
120 NL=,~/L 
NLJl=lit’-l 
Ii=0 
uu 15u L=l,luL’ 
130 IJU I+0 I=l,r’i 
P=Inl’rli(n/2**~iul ,liPl 
n~{G=~.2d~ldS~P/tLDkT~~l) 
C=CU,i(Akb,) 
S=Sll?(kHb) 
Kl=k+ 1 
KlAl!=Kl+i’rii 
~~=Xt~(KllJi)~~+XI(hlI~2)*s 
T~=~i(hl.~LJci-K~(hl,~2)~S 
AK~iillr2J=Xk~hl)-lH 
XlI&lrIZ1=Xi(hl)-Tl 
XR(r.l)=Xlf(Kl)tlK 
Al(hl)=Xi(hlJ+ll 
140 r\=ti+1 
Ic;=Atir2 
iF(h.~,T.i~) GU TO 130 
n=@ 
IilJl=lUul-1 
15u rJi=NL/L 
UU l&O K=l,h 
l=IblrK(~-l ,lJPltl 
lF(1.Lt.K) Gu Tu 160 
~ltii=Xh(h) 
rl=hl(h) 
XK(K)=XR(I) 
Xl(h)=Xl(l) 
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XHtll=TH 
Xl(l)=TI 
160 CtiN’l’lNUE 
lk’(NC.CQ.1) GU ‘IL) 180 
00 170 1=1,1r 
Xti(l)=AKC1)/N 
Alb~l=xlll)/l~ 
170 C’llr4’E.IliUE 
180 KLTUKi’i 
blJiJ 
r‘ddCTl01l ltjlTH(J, NUI 
Jl=LJ 
ib1nt=o 
DtJ 200 1=1 ,NU 
JL=Jl/2 
lbl,~~=l~llH*2+(J1-2rJL) 
200 Jl=J’L 
t?L’I‘L:kiI~J 
c;lL’iJ 
A-4. Subroutine SPEC (N, NP, DT, XR, XI, SP) 
Subroutine SPEC uses the FFT method to calculate 
estimated spectrum of the input xn time history, see 
Equation (4-6). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
NP Power of 2 (input) 
DT Time increment At (input) 
XR Real part of data array (input) 
XI Imaginary part of data array (input) 
SP Spectrum estimated array (output) 
Listing 
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A-5, Subroutine SMOOTH (N, NS, NM, SP) 
Subroutine SMOOTH is the computer program to smooth 
the raw estimate data after discrete transformation. Two 
basic methods, the Frequency Averaging and Segment 
Averaging methods are included. (See Equations (4-9) and 
(4-lo).) 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
NS Number of samples for average (hipUt) 
NM Control number (input) 
1 for the Frequency averaging method 
2 for the Segment averaging method 
SP Raw estimate data (input) 
Smoothed data (output) 
Listing 
i- -- t’.. 
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DO 140 Ll=t,NS 
K=ltJ-1 
StiM=aUM+SPCh, 1) 
140 CUl4’l’Ii~Ufi 
SP(I,l)=SUk/~S 
150 CUIJTll~UE 
GU IllI 300 
200 uu 250 I=l,N 
SiJh=O. 
DU 240 kl=l,GS 
SIJM=5UM+6P(L,Jl 
240 ilJ!uI’ldUE 
bP(l,l)=SUM/NS 
250 CL,.41 INUL 
300 tit’rUI?E4 
t,ldlJ 
A-6. Subroutine FILTER (N, NM, DT, Z, V, XR, XI) 
Subroutine FILTER calculates the filter function 
for the different models described in Chapter IV and 
computes Equations (4-13) and (4-14) for the frequency 
components of the output signal. There .are three sub- 
routines called by FILTER which are SAL (see A-6(a)), 
COEFl (see A-6(b)), and COEF2 (see A-~(C)). 
Nomenclature 
N 
NM 
Dimension number (input) 
Control number for selecting different spectrum 
model (input) 
1 for Dryden spectrum longitudinal component 
2 for Dryden spectrum vertical component 
3 for approximate Kaimal spectrum 
4 for approximate von Karman spectrum 
5 for Kaimal spectrum 
6 for van Karman spectrum longitudinal component 
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7 for von Karman spectrum vertical component 
DT Time increment At (input) 
Z Height (input) 
V Reference velocity (input) 
XR Real part of the data set (input and output) 
XI Imaginary part of the data set (input and output) 
Listing 
100 
200 
210 
253 
270 
~c~~JK~Ju'I'~~~~~. ~-II,~‘L~.(~I,~~JM,T~~,~!,V,X~,X~) 
u I 1x1 c IU a I t ‘I 8 J x 5 ( P: ) , A 1 ( r, ) , S J. i; ( 3 1 , A L ( 3 I 
C’J,L’IIII~/,?‘I l/AL, A23 ,i\c2, Ab2 
Ll,,,i.u;,/.~T//tv,,~'l ,h2,C2,A3 
CALI, ,-lAI. (id, ,$I. ,SlG, b ) 
Ii-:=l./(h*lJ'iJ 
trrik-=ii / 2 + 1 
IF(rJI4.GZ.SJ Gu Tll 200 
CALL CO~t~l(~~~~l,A,C,@,kL,SIG,V) 
LJil 1UO l=l,!drit 
F=(l-1j+1n 
k‘L=t Sk 
A h F = ii 2 - F L 
UO=l./(AI~~$AplFtk24t~2) 
H~=IJGI(C*R;\:~ +Atj24F’2) 
H1=DD*(Ll+hi~lt’l~CZ)*t 
CALL NUT~(~~,Hl,hE(Il,X1(1)) 
C1llVXI;‘iUt 
LJ l-u 303 
Ci~l~I‘I;iUE 
CALL, C~tF2(t"~,A,~,C,AL,SlS,V) 
IF(?ih-6) 270,210,210 
Oil 2~10 i=l,GHk 
F=Td*(I-1) 
F’2=k.*i 
IiK=;\3tt 2 
t,u=( (d2r~.LtC2)~~0.S)/(RR**lO.5*~~)) 
Iti=1\TAiJ.(~/t)tPT*IAfAN(F/A)) 
iiH=Dli*(CUS(Tio 1 
HI=bU*(SliJ(Tti)) 
CALL i~lUTl(il~,~I,XR(I),XI(I)) 
CUi\ITlKUZ 
Gfl TU 303 
DU 2uo I=l,NbF’ 
F=(lb*(l-1 J )**P:: 
DI)=C/ (A3+F*k-1 
tlE=tii~*A 
Ill =-ijrJ*k 
CALL RU~l(hn,HI,XRtI),XI(I)) 
2bo CLJN’llirUE 
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300 lJT'I'=l;rt2 
UU 4~0 1=2,iimF 
J=l‘J’r’r-I 
XK(J)=Xti(I) 
Xi(J)=-Xl(I) 
400 Cl~I,TltiUi 
Kc,‘I’UK~I 
LIJLI 
SlJnk(1UT11ut I’:U’~1(t~R,Hl,Yk,Yl) 
Y XH=tiH*YH-ttl*Yi 
Yl=riK*YIinl*rK 
kK=YFd 
K t 1 LI ti 1‘1 
0 II 11 
A-6(a). Subroutine SAL (Z, AL, SIG, V) 
Subroutine SAL computes the turbulence intensity 0 
and the length scale A by using Equations (4-33) and 
(4-34). 
Nomenclature 
Z Height (input) 
AL Length scale Ai, 1 = 1,2,3 (output) 
SIG Turbulence intensity ai, 1 = 1,2,3 (output) 
V Reference velocity (input) 
Listing 
SU~HULJTI~~~ SAL(Z,AL,SlG,V) 
OIP;P.iiSlUIv AL(j) ,S1C(3) 
zo=u.1 
SlG(j)=O.~l*V/(AL~G(Z/Z~tll) 
~1G(2)=S1~(j)/[(0,5~3t0.~013~*~~~~~~.~1) 
SlG(~)=~s~(3)/((~.177t~.Uo~7~*~)**~u.~)l 
iF(L.GT.533) tic, TU 100 
~~~(1)=44.21*~swt~T~3.ia*Z)~ 
AL(LJ=AL(~I 
bilJ(31=Z 
c;Ll TO 200 
100 AL(1)=533. 
AL12)=533. 
AL(3)=533. 
200 hclUKfJ 
hl\lD 
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A-6(b). Subroutine COEFl (NM, A, C, D, AL, SIG, V) 
Subroutine COEFl computes the coefficients a, c, 
and d listed in Table 4-2, page 64, for Dryden's form 
spectrum filter function. 
Nomenclature 
NM Control number (input) 
1 for Dryden spectrum longitudinal component 
2 for Dryden spectrum vertical component 
3 for approximate Kaimal spectrum 
4 for approximate von Karman spectrum 
A. Coefficient a (output) 
C Coefficient c (output) 
D Coefficient d (output) 
AL Length scale Ai (input) 
SIG Turbulence intensity ai (input) 
V Reference velocity (input) 
Listing 
~Unt~.uulI<r~ CUC;~ l(i~~,A,C,U,AL,Sl~,V) 
v 11.1 t. ii 5 i u II S I(, ( 3 1 , k is t 3 1 
CU~,~liJI~/s’l’l/hi,HLl,kC2,AD2 
VuA=V/AL(IJ 
PI=3.14153u 
lJlL=dI*'L. 
I h ( .4 i*i . tLJ.41 GO Tll 400 
It (CiK-iJ 10u,200,300 
100 c\=Vt!A/PlZ 
C=~l~;(lJ/trl~~PIJ~~VuA**l.5l 
~=~I~(l)/Pl*(V1lr\*r0.5~ 
it1.r 111 5GG 
200 VtJu=V/AL(L) 
A=Vt‘)A/P12 
~=~IG(~)/(~IIP~)*((V(IA/~.)*~~.~) 
U=a12(2)/~lc((1~~JArj./2.)c*0.5) 
titl Tu 500 
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300 A=O.l55*JuA 
C=O.O4'32*SiG(l)*IV(JA**1.5) 
u=slG(1)~0.273*(Vun**o.5) 
tio 'EU 500 
400 h=0.286+W~A 
c=0.114*j~~Cl)S(VOAS*1.5) 
~=o,~~~*S~G(~)*(VLIA$*O.~) 
500 CIIN'rIIJUE 
A'L=k*A 
A24=4.*A2 
AC2=2.*A*C 
AlJL=2. *A*b 
titiTUl(d 
Erib 
A-6(c). Subroutine COEF2 (NM, A, B, C, AL, SIG, V) 
Subroutine COEF2 computes the coefficients a, b, 
and c shown in Equations (4-35) and (4-36) for the von 
Karman and Kaimal spectra. 
Nomenclature 
NM Control number (input) 
5 for Kaimal spectrum 
6 for von Karman spectrum longitudinal component 
7 for von Karman spectrum vertical component 
A Coefficient a (output) 
B Coefficient b (output) 
C Coefficient c (output) 
AL Length.scale Ai (input) 
SIG Turbulence intensity oi (input) 
V Reference velocity (input) 
. . . . ..---- 
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Listinq 
SU~KUIJT~.~L Cclt;Fi(:uC1,A,B,C,AL,SlG,V) 
L)1IYtilslltlr blG(J),AL(JI 
CU~~h[Jti/Sl'L/Pw,PT,62,CZ,A3 
VuA=V/AL(l) 
P1=3,14159b 
rlZ=Pl*2. 
lt(;,2-l5) lbU,2~0,3OU 
100 k=VuA/lPiL*1.33Y) 
~~~;cll)rO.6255s(cvun/pr21*+o.333333) 
Pu=5./6. 
GU 'I'0 400 
200 uA=0.164*((1./0.041)**~5./3.)) 
AS=SUdTIAA) 
~b=SLJ~~~(0.164/0.041) 
fi=(VUA++(S./b.))/AS 
ll=o. 
C=SlG(l)/Aj*(VOA*t0.33333)*~~ 
Pw=5./6; 
GU Tll 400 
300 VuA=V/ALtZ) 
Pw=ll./b. 
A=VUA/(Pli*1.3391 
d=aQHT(2.*SIG(2)**2/VOA*(A**(P~*2))) 
C=13/(0.6123*A) 
400 PT=-Pd 
AJ=A+A 
82=b*B 
c;z=c*c 
Ht'l'tiKh 
c(rLj 
A-7. Subroutine DZT (N, NM, DT, Z, V, X, Y) 
Subroutine DZT computes Equation (4-15) for 
different models, and this is the Z-transformation tech- 
nique for the filter system. 
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Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
NM Control number for setting different spectrum model 
1 for Dryden spectrum longitudinal component 
2 for Dryden spectrum vertical component 
3 for approximate Kaimal spectrum 
4 for approximate von Karman spectrum 
DT Time increment (input) 
2 Height (input) 
V Reference velocity (input) 
X Input array 
Y Output array 
Listing 
SUHHIIUT~I~L;: D~,r(N,i\lH,DT,Z,V,X,Y) 
LJIP~LIJSION X(NJ #Y(N) ,SlG(3J tAL(3) 
PI=3.141593 
CALL SALIZ,AL,SIti,VJ 
CALL CUGYI(I~I~~,A,C,~,AL,S~G,V) 
E::2.ltXi(-2.*~l*A*UTl 
=-(iXP(-l.*k’l*A*DTl) 
l3=sJItT (2. *Pl I 
C12=C1/2. 
CbA=C/(B*A*AJ 
ACA=(A-C/nJ/A 
u~=u*(C~~A+CIZ*(ACA*DT-CBA)) 
DL=D*~l~+(CbAl~C12-1.J-ACA*D’~J 
Y(lJ=O. 
Y(2)=3. 
DU 30 1=3,N 
Y(I)=c1~~(1-lJ+C2~Y(I-2l+f~l~~~l-ll+D2*A~l-2J 
3f.l ClJc’l’IGclE 
;iETlJRN 
ihD 
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A-0. Subroutine INPUT (N, NM, DT, IX, XR, XI) 
Subroutine INPUT generates the random number array 
Ixi} I i = 1,2 ,...,N, which standard deviation 0 is adjusted 
for FFT and DZT, as shown in Equations (4-25) and (4-32). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
NM Control number for selecting different method 
(input) 
1 for FFT method 
2 for DZT method 
DT Time increment At (input) 
IX Seed number for calling GAUSS (input and output) 
XR Real part of the array {xi) (output) 
XI Imaginary part of the array {xi) (output) 
Listing 
SIJDKULITI~~L I~~PUT(N,~M,DT,IX,XR,XI) 
D~,\,@,~,SlL,:V i,F (N) ,x1 (ti) 
IC‘(Nti-2) loO,200,300 
100 sI~=s~RT(O.~/DTI 
GO TiJ 300 
200 SlG=Sii~T(3.141t,56/UT) 
300 Gd 400 1=l,tu 
CALL GhUjA(IX,SIG,O. ,xfip) 
xI((l)=xLP 
xl(l)=u. 
400 clJdI.I>Jtiii 
r(f;IrlklJ 
liN3 
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A-9. Subroutine NONGAU (N, NC, DT, Z, V, R, XR, XI) 
Subroutine NONGAU generates the non-Gaussian turbu- 
lence based on the model of Reeves, et al. [23, and 
calculates the filter functions listed in Table 2-1, page 
26. There are three subroutines called by NONGAU, which 
are INPUT (see A8), COEF3 (see A-g(a)), and FFT (see A-3). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
NC Control number for specifying the velocity 
component (input) 
1 for longitudinal component 
2 for lateral component 
3 for vertical component 
DT Time increment (input) 
Z Height (input) 
V Reference velocity 
R PDF adjusting coefficient r (input) . 
XT Real part of simulated turbulence (output) 
XI Imaginary part of simulated turbulence (output) 
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Listing 
CU~!i~~,,I/S~/ALIS1G,IP,A2,A24,A~2,AC2 
~IZ=lul,lr~;(l.+lr))/(AJ,l)G(2.)) 
t4ti=r;/2 
‘rPi=l./(N*d’r) 
I’J II F = lil i-i + 1 
CALL SAL(Z,ALA,SlGS,V) 
AL=ALA(dC) 
sAG=SlGs~r4CJ 
UK=l./(S'3KT(l.tR*h)) 
kc)k=H+CIK 
Nk=l 
100 CALL COEr.3(S,Y,k,C,D,NC,i,lR) 
CALL ~~P~~~(N,~,~JT,IX,XK,XI) 
CALL FFT(N,k'l2,l,XR,XI) 
DO 150 I=l,rUhF 
F=(I-1)*'1I'N 
E‘Z=r‘cF 
Ablti=A2-F2 
uu=l,/(A~F*k~~+~24*F2) 
hK=DD* (C*AMr.tAD2*F2 J 
til=Dij* (D*AMF-AC2) tt 
XX~=XR(ll*nR-Xl(I)*HI 
XI(l)=XHLZ)*~I+Xl(I)*HR 
150 XK(I)=XXk 
NT T = pi t 2 
00 130 1=2,Nh 
J=UTT-I 
XR(J)=XR~l) 
190 XI(J)=-Xi(l) 
CALL FFT(a'~,lvT2,2,XK,Xl) 
lF‘(rUk-2) 200,300,YOO 
200 iJU 250 I=l,ri 
250 UH(Il=XK(Il 
NK=tiHtl . 
GU TIJ 100 
3OU Ui) 350 l=l,N 
350 dK(ll=uRII)*Xti(I) 
Piti= 
2i.J Tu 100 
400 uu 450 l=l,!\; 
45U Xh(l)=XH~l)*UKt~R(I)*HOR 
K~TUklil 
thl) 
A-9(a). Subroutine COEF3 (Z, V, A, C, D) 
Subroutine COEF3 computes the coefficients for the 
filter functions listed in Table 2-1, paqe 26. 
I ;
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Nomenclature 
2 Height (input) 
V Reference Velocity (input) 
A Coefficient a (output) 
C Coefficient c (output) 
D coefficient d (output) 
Listing 
bUctKOiJTl;rE CuLF3rL,V,A,C,D,NC,i~k) 
~~~I~I.;I~I,/.;T/AL,~J~,,IP,A~,A~~,RL,%,AC? 
vUH=V/~ld 
W=S:JKTI 12&j) 
VUAL=O.~~VJL 
it-.‘(I*L’2) lG3,LOfJ,%O@ 
100 Ik’(hK-2) 11~,140,170 
110 A=\((JH;! 
C=k.*SIGiVUA*A*A 
0=1. 
GU TU 400 
140 bi=ifua2 
C=A*A 
Li=1. 
GO Tu 400 
170 A=JUL 
C=SId*(SiiKT(2./VtrA))*A*A 
0=1. 
GO TIJ 400 
200 1C’(r:t(-2) 210,140,270 
210 A=VCIA2 
C=alti*n/lVLJA**2)*A*A 
L)=1. 
GU ‘l-t) 4ull 
240 A=VUAZ 
c=u. 
iJ=iA 
GU ‘IU 4 LI 0 
270 A=UuA 
C=;jlti*k/(SLJn’i (‘f(li\) ) 
D=L*l,732/Vuu 
400 Ai=k~A 
AZ+= ’ r.*ricz 
ACL=L.*k+C 
AI?L=L.+A*L, 
k r.T LI k IQ 
c ri u 
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A-10. Subroutine COHER (N, Z, DZ, DT, Yl, Y2) 
Subroutine COHER simulates two levels of turbulence 
Yl and Y2 with the coherence relation described in Equation 
(4-43). There are five subroutines called by COHER: 
BETA (see A-lo(a)), NTRA (see A-lo(b)), VHAT (see A-lo(c), 
FILTER (see A-6); and FFT (see A-3). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
Z Height of the level one (input) 
DZ Vertical separation for two levels (input) 
DT Time increment (input) 
Yl Simulated coherent turbulence at level 1 (output) 
Y2 Simulated coherent turbulence at level 2 (output) 
Listing 
ul,*~i.i~sl~~l~ Y 1 (Ir I , Y 2 (1’: J 
bI,fb;;~sIul; ~.:~~(ll,512),Hi~Illlr512~~XHo~~I~512~~~~11~ 
CUl~i;~u,~/l2/Pl,Zl,UX,tPOlA 
C: u PII’: u id / T 3 / IG P 2 1 , It H t’ , id T 2 
UPLF=s.o 
IX=65549 
lr’l2=(&L~~(l.~i”))/(ALuG(Z.)) 
1rtr=,1/2 
fJHF=iktit 1 
NrLl=ll 
Pl=3.141593 
A=17./(2.*PI) 
il=L 
uil*l=3. 
IL=1 
~~U=i~Z~*Pl/(UHCC’SUTl 
dA=ukl5F*LJT/ cp1*2.1 
CALL dETA(r~PLl,b) 
CALL NTKH(~~,~~,IX,R[IR,RNI,~K,~I) 
100 CALL v~AT(N,UT,Ri~K,HN~,XR,Xl,~) 
!-- 
r’ 
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CALL, t’IL1Eh(r~,l~rl,~T,i,UKt~,~K,~l~ 
CALL, tFT(~l,tiT2,2,XH,XI) 
IY(11,.E0.21 GU TO 300 
UU 200 K=l,W 
fl(K1=XHIK1 
200 ClJii’lIldUti 
L=i-I)z 
lL=ilJt 1 
Gu ‘I’U 100 
300 uu 310 h=l,IJ 
xi(h)=XKtK) 
310 UUl~‘l’lNtiE 
atTUKl\l 
lf.fiD 
A-lo(a). Subroutine BETA (N, B) 
Subroutine BETA computes the coefficients Bm of 
Equation (4-38) using Equations (2-45) and (2-42). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
B Coefficient array Bm (output) 
Listing 
SUakbU’l’1i~r. HETA(tlP21 ,b) 
0114ti.~bl1J1’J blirP21) 
CU,~~IU,~/TZ/~I,Z~,L)X,~PU,A 
idPl=(tkP21-1)/2+1 
lJ=A*CPU/2. 
d(lviJl)=c.b 
~iJi-,=1. 
tXtU=t:AP 1 ‘IJ) 
PtL=kJl/lJ 
Al~U~i=(l.+Gxt,U)/ll.-EXEO) 
IJIJ 300 f=l,nt’l,2 
K(=NPl-l 
l~(~j=A~~tJ~;/(l.+(rt2~1)9*2) 
ft-(K.Eti.1) GLJ ‘I’(1 100 
tick-l)= l./(l.+(Pt2;(1+1))**2) 
jUM=SU~t2.+(u(K)+~(K-1)) 
B(K-I j=S!4Kl(ti(h-l) 1 
tiu 10 200 
100 atiii=.\Uv!ti.*a(K) 
200 o(r\)=aLKT(blkl I 
3 0 0 c 1J IQ ‘T 1 I: U t, 
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A-lo(b). Subroutine NTRA (N, DT, IX, RNR, RNI, XR, IX) 
Subroutine NTRA generates 11 sets of random signals 
for the coherence model. 
Nomenclature 
M Dim nsion number (input) 
DT Time increment (input) 
IX Seed number for calling GAUSS (input and output) 
RNR Real part of the random signal (output) 
RN1 Imaginary part of the random signals (output) 
XR, XI Working space 
Listing 
St.ltiRf~ltTI~~ ~~THA(~I,DT,IX,R~JR,RNI,XRIXI) 
01r*iG,~sl~lP~ h!rH(ll ,512) ,klll~ll ,512) ,XKl512) #XI [5l’i) 
CUi.,klll(/T~/r!P21 ,E~tit’,1Gr2 
Du 300 J=l,hP'zl 
CALL ~NPuT(~,~,UT,IX,XR,XI) 
CALL t’tT(iu, ~4’12,1,XR,XI) 
Du 200 1=1 ,rJHF 
KNH~J,ll=i~Il) 
li!dl(J, l)=xI(l) 
200 Culr’r 1 IJUE 
300 CurdI-IiucIr; 
HLTlJRi3 
El\; D 
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A-lo(c). Subroutine VHAT (N, DT, RNR, RNI, XR, XI, B) 
Subroutine VBAT is a part of the coherence model, 
and computes the X'(k,z) in Equation (4-39). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
DT Time increment (input) 
RNR, Real and imaginary part of random signal (input) 
RN1 
XR, XI Real and imaginary part of calculated X' (output) 
B Coefficient array Bm in Equation (4-38) (input) 
Listing 
bUnKuUTIdE V~A’I(I~J,~T,HI~H,I~I~~,~~,X~,~) 
Ulrlil~Sl~Jd HhH(11,5lll,h1~~1(11,Sl~~,Xk(~l~l~X~~5l2~,~~~li~ 
CulilliiiJiq/TZ/Pl ,Zl ,UX,k.i’tJ,A 
~WIR~I~J/I’~/RYZ~ ,~t:F,iW2 
lJlL=lrPLl+l 
Plz=Pl*‘L. 
CHl’r=IlX*I~*Pl/lO. 
Atl’/i=t’I*‘L/ (LPti*DXIh) 
ULJ 200 K=l ,iuHF 
FnK=l.*(K-1) 
It-(ti Kh.Gc.CklT) t nk=CtIlT 
XH(K)=O. 
xl(K)=O. 
JJ3 100 L=l,i<Pl 
AuG=c\t’l’A*~~~Pl-I,) 
AUbru=( -AuG) It r(K 
HUGP=(AuG)Ct-KK 
CSN=CLx5 1 ALJGk ) 
Cs2=Ctl~(ktJG~) 
Sc~N=sl~u (AclG;li) 
SrsP’=bll” ( AJbP) 
Xti(K)=XHlK)i (~r:~(i~1~-~,K)rC~~~~kl~~~L,K)*C~~-Ki~l(~il2-L,t.~* 
*ShCl-K~ql(l,,K)*~wi’)+b(L) 
~l(hl~~1(~)t(kl~~(ill2~L,K)*C~l~t~~l(L,~~*CS~+h~~~(~l2~~~K~* 
*~i~i~iKlqK(L,n)*6lrP)*b(L) 
100 CUld’l Ir”JE 
200 CI.~&\‘l lI9Ur; 
KLl’L’tIh 
ttu IJ 
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A-11. Subroutine COHERS (N, NS, DT, Yl, Y2, CO) 
Subroutine COHERS cpmputes the coherence function 
of the two time histories Yl and Y2 by using Equation 
(4-41). 
Nomenclature 
N Dimension number (input) 
NS 
DT 
Sample size (input) 
Time increment (input) 
Yl 
Y2 
co 
Time history at level 1 (input) 
Time history at level 2 (input) 
Estimated coherence of Yl and Y2 (output) 
List'ing 
aUni?lJljTli~c CUHCKS(I~,NS,D’~, 11, IL,CiJl 
Dlo*‘clr.\l!li: Yl(,rd,i~) ,~2lAS,vlJ ,Cli(llJ 
iilnt~,jl,~r~ ~~(~o~~),XI(2U~8J,Cuh(l~~~J,CUl(l~2~),~~(1024) 
Dli’,criSlbii CukH(10?4) ,Cbli(lOZ%) 
iiTL=(dLI)~(l.*l\))/j\~i~rr(Z.)J 
iv i-l = td / 2 
Hl-=UT/NH 
UU ~0 K=l,ldH 
ClIdH(KJ=O. 
cull(K)=o. 
90 CUriTIidbL 
00 3UIJ L=i,NS 
i)u 100 K=l,N 
iH(t-l=Yl(k,L) 
xl(rc.)=o. 
100 CurrTINUE 
CALL bP~6(N,r~T2,~T,XR,XI,SP) 
L)u 110 h=l,NH 
CUhlK)=XH(K) 
CUI(hJ=XllK) 
Yl(K,L)=SP(k) 
110 wdxl,\iut. 
IJU iU0 K=l,N 
Xh~hl=~Z~n,L~ 
Xl(K)=G. 
200 CUli’lYlrdilE 
CALL SPEC~~~,NT2,DT,XK,Xl,SP) 
Uu 210 K=l,krH 
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Cu~H(Kl=CIJh~(K)+Clrii(K)+X~(K)-COlthl*XI(K) 
Cull(Kl=Cu~I(~)tC~~(K~*XI~h~tC~l(h~*X~(K~ 
f2(K,LI=Sl’(hI 
210 CilidTIi;UE 
300 CUd’i’l~viJL 
uu 401) K=l ,Nti 
SUKl=O. 
SlJKZ=o. 
00 350 L=l,NS 
SU,Il=SUMl+YltK,L) 
bUR2=SUk2tY2(KrL) 
350 CUlrl’TliillE 
fl(A,1)=6uMl/&S 
YZ(h, ll=&UPL/dS 
~IJHh(~)=CLll~h(i\)/l\lS 
~ulI(K)=cull(K)/Ns 
4 0 0 C LI lu r 1 id U E 
Utl 505 K=l ,ktl 
CutK~=~‘~*~~~[CUK~(K)*+2tCO11~K~*~2~/(Yf(i\,1~*‘r2~h,1~) 
500 cclirll&lJt. 
A-12. Subroutine WIND (XP, ZP, T, V, KCK) 
Subroutine WIND computes the turbulent wind velocity 
ul and U 2 (see Equations (5-l) and (5-2)). 
Nomenclature 
XP,ZP Aircraft position (input) 
T Time (input) 
V Aircraft speed (input) 
KCK Starting number KCK = 1 (input) 
COMMON/WINDS/ 
wx ,wz Wind velocities Ul, U2 (output) 
WXT,WZT Time gradient terms aU,/at, aU,/at (output) 
WXX,WXZ Spatial gradient terms 3Ul/ax, aUl/az (output) 
WZx,wzz Spatial gradient terms aU2/ax, aU2/az (output) 
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Listing 
31 
210 
215 
101 
103 
LO4 
105 
109 
c u 1’; :-I I I I B / H 1 .‘I co s / w x , ‘A ‘7, , ii X’r,~~%‘r,~Ah,~XZ,iiZA,Wz~,zD,U~r~~ 
CO~!~llj:;/S'PSt?/FAT,k,7~ 1 
fwk%AT( 2A, ' **+P~lJtt'l' X = ',iili.b,' Z = ',ElJ.h,' 1s OCiT.5ID.C: ‘) 
aF;p=o. 4 
lt-(XP.Lr.o..OR.~P,LT.o.) GO Til zia 
UUK=!/DRI*ll~‘iAh/~~t’ 
IiXr- i;ilS*(ALflG( (L:Pt%a:) /ZIl) ) 
iiz=l,. 
;rfLi.=ti. 
rrXL=-if II’./lzt’tLb) 
WZ.t=tj. 
wzz=o. 
rY x T = 0 . 
hZT=O. 
CALL VtLd(XP,Zf',T,V,KCK) 
ti0 'IO 215 
wH1Tt(hr31) XP,ZlJ 
KGTUrtli 
2t\lD 
SUtiHtiUT1112 VBdJ(Xp,ZP,%,V,ECK) 
CU+I!.,II~/T’[ l/I)X ,~~T,i*i.ro,b!‘i’Z 
CClIml!:/TT2/i;G( 2, 12s) 
CO~I~~l~:/TT4/1X,HE,i~ETH 
COHHUN/TTS/XPH, ZPR,‘i’END,ZOZR 
CI~~~~~lllr/‘nI:;C~~/~~x ,!% Z,~!XT,r~i;‘P,:rXX,:X%,i,ZXrr.ZZ,Zi.’,l;brah 
liicai=ijT+r\riro 
WXk=ABS(wX) 
If:AHSC~~X).LT.O.OOOOOOl~ wXE=Q.GdOdl 
IF(KCK-11 101,101,103 
XPR=XP 
ZPR=ZP 
CALL Rc)HDlIri (ZP) 
ZO&iiR=ZY/dAs 
T t; t3 III = i.1 .t ri 
GO .iu 105 
Zl>Vi=Zp/4);~ 
IF (ZP.LT.23.) Gu l't1 105 
RHR=Zu~/ZtiivR 
DDO=AtiS(l-RRR) 
ir'(DDD.LT.0.2) GCI TO 105 
CALL Kcl~C.ihJlJ (ZP ) 
ZOiYR=ZOW 
XPH=XP 
ZPR=ZP 
TEND=T+IINN 
T~P=T+~dS((xP-Xrk)/W) 
IF('ItiP-Ttlru) 109,10+,101 
tH=(rH~t~nN-TEI~D)/DT 
rJ'r=ZHtl 
NTR=dTtl 
lP(:iTiJ.GT.lZB) lx 'PU 104 
UP=ZG(l,idT) 
VP=Gl;( %, IiT) 
~x=wxtlJP 
wZ=hZt JY 
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SlJI~Kl.JUTIk~~ WUi4DIJN (7.1’) 
CU;lf,ll’lIi/‘T’rl/l,i(, DT, FIY~~J, k’l’2 
cI~I;:r~l,,i/‘!“l’../‘~.;!~i 2, 12v ; 
CUilvitJai/ ~‘L4/IX,i?l~,!~,k. I’d 
CUR,,\~Jfr/~“L’/Xi;hll2b) ,X(;I( 128) 
Curl.b~crrl/STS:t/t’A’1:,5lL,~(S 
CUi~l,lCjij/iul~~I~S/bX,d~,r~XT,~l%T,%,~E;,~~X:%,~J’L~,bi;Z,~li,IJdTjr~~ 
slux=:;IriiT(j. 14L59C,/Ir’l‘) 
JtJ 110 l=l,L 
Dd 105 .J=l,Nl’lli 
CALL GAU3h(IX,5IZX,O.,h1 
AC;i-.ld)=K 
1.05 CO;rTl.lUc 
I)U lOi3 J=l,NNh 
XGI(J)=O. 
108 COtiTli~ilJ~ 
CALL FF~(h@~N,NT2,1)‘ 
CALL FILTZK(ZP,I) 
CALL FYT(MkN,i;T2,2) 
w~lTE(o,ll CXGH(li;) ,K=l,rJhrd,sj 
1 YuK1~AT(lX,20k-5.21 
Uu 109 J=l,NNN 
CG(I,J)=XGR(J)*FAT 
109 COrr’rI;lUE 
110 COhTlnUZ 
RETUHEi 
END 
&lJihiJllTI~~E FILTER(ZP,IOP) 
COMH~i~/TTl/nX,UT,Nd~~,NT2 
CU,‘!%O:l/FT/Xdti(l28) .XGI(128) 
CO~NON/WIRUS/WX,WZ,WXT,~ZT,~XX,~~XZ,~iZX,~ZZ,ZO,USTAR 
Px=3.141590 
AL=ZP/(0.177+0.832/304.79*ZP1**1.2 
llH&Ai4=ABS C ZX I 
IF(Ub!EAN.LT.0.0001) [1StiAh=D.ddOl 
SIG3=0.52*~iiEwir/((ALllG(Z?/Z~i+l))) 
sIc;=51i;3/((0.177+0.00274*zP)+*(0.4)) 
IF(luP.Ed.2) SIC=SlG3/((O.583+0.00133*ZP)**(~~.~~J 
AOV=AL/UMEAK 
blli-“iUi.iN/2 
NHF=fJH+l 
Tk=l./(d11b*DT) 
100 ClSElTlNllE 
IF(lO?.E0.2) GO TI1 115 
ul=1./(1.339*aOV*L.*PI) 
Cl=4.*~~lV*~Lc;*~lC;*(Al**l.onoooo~ 
iw=s. / 12. 
C IS=SkitiT(Cl ) 
FAC=-S./b. 
hlZ=kl*Al 
bI) IIJJ K=I,lJklF 
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sJ;:;*s 
ij=ClS/I~,~lit52j~*~o) 
r\NC;=t‘/\C*(A’i’~~~(~/kl 1) 
Hk=Dr(ic)SCAr’ti)) 
Hl=~*(Sl~r~kr;i;)) 
Xbti=.r;(;k(~]4H~i-i;I;l(l()t~lI 
k6l(K)=XGl(%) +t;iitAGItlKO *!I1 
AGkttc)=xA.;i 
l10 CClr\lClriUL 
G’.) Zil 303 
115 ctil‘rT.tk!tiE 
A=l./(1.334*~ov*2.+Pl) 
C=A=(:;c4Rrc3./B.)) 
cz=c*c 
b2=2.*S1G+SIG*A~i~~(A**lll./3.))/tCL) 
d=SQRT(62) 
A‘L=A*A 
Pa=11./12. 
PAL=1 1./6. 
00 120 K=l,rIHF 
S=(K-l)*Tr< 
se?=s*s 
D=u*(S~#T(C~+S~))/((A~+S~);;~‘;~) 
kNG=ATA~~(S/C)-P~;2+(A.rA~(S/A)) 
HR=LJ*(CIJS(ABG)) 
iiI=DS(SI:J(AtiG)) 
XAA=XGR(h)+n~-~ZI(K)~til 
X~I(~)=X;Ii~j;~i~tX~~(K~~~I 
XGR(ti)=XAA 
120 COFiTIarUE 
300 113=NtitJ+2 
30 330 J=2,hti 
K=d3-J 
XGRIK)=XGR(J) 
XGICK) =-XGI(J) 
330 CO?JTlisLIE 
RiTU t!:,J 
t%htJ 
a-- 3’”
APPENDIX B 
VARIANCE OF DZT 
An approach to derive exact equations for the out- 
put variance by using the DZT method is to calculate the 
variance directly by expressing the difference equation 
involving input and output variables in terms of the input 
variables only. Recall Equation (3-46): 
Y n+l = Ayn + Bxn , 
where 
JE A=exp(-aAt) , B=? (l-exp(-aAt) 1 
a=V- n 
2W2 
, c= 7i+ 
Rewrite Equation (B-l) so that 
Y n+l = Ayn + Bxn 
yn = AYn,l + BXn,l 
. 
. 
. 
y2 = Ayl + Bxl 
(B-1) 
(B-2) 
y1 =o. 
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Substitute y1 into y2, y2 into y 
3 ,..., etc., which results 
in 
yn+l = An-l Bxl + An-2 Bx 2 + . . . + Bxn 
= y a. x. 
i=l IL ’ ’ 
where 
a. 1 
= B Ai-l . 
Since xi and yi are independent, the variance can be calcu- 
lated by 
r2 cr2 lim Y 2 
Oy = x n+m i=lQi 
(B-4) 
= o2 C (1 eeAt 
i-l 
X a2 - 
," lim y (emaAt) 
n-boo i=l 
Note that 
zbi=& 
i=O 
Therefore, Equation (B-4) becomes 
A2 2 
% = 3 ( 1 - eeaAt )2 
.2 na 1-e-2aAt . 
X 
(B-5) 
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Consider the c,ase for aAt very small, 
2 
( 1 _ ewaAt )2 ( l-l+aAt- 'ait)2 + . . . ) 
l-e -2aAt = l-1+2aA;-... 
N aAt 
2' 
Hence, Equation (B-5) reduces to 
(B-6) 
(B-7) 
I . 
APPENDIX C 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR LANDING SIMULATION 
The three-degree-of-freedom model for aircraft 
motion presented in this appendix follows the general form 
developed by Neuman and Foster [l], except the non-linear 
terms are retained. It accounts for both vertical and 
horizontal mean wind components having both time and 
spatial variations. 
Figure C-l illustrates the forces acting on the 
aircraft. These include: 
-f 
FT = thrust of the engines 
L' = lift 
6 = drag 
3 = wind vector 
mg = gravitational force . 
Figure C-l shows the orientation of the forces with 
respect to the velocity relative to the earth V, the 
velocity relative to the air mass Va, and the fuselage 
reference line FRT of the aircraft. 
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Figure C-l. The forces acting on the aircraft. 
The basic variables are V, y, q, CX', x, and z, 
where 
Y = angle between V and x-axis (flight path angle) 
cl = time derivative of 0 (pitch rate) 
cy, '. = angle between Va and the FRL (angle of attack) 
From a direct force balance along each direction 
and basic kinematic relations, the equations of motion can 
be derived as 
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+= -Dl(cDcc&+cLs~~) a + -D2 siny+D2 sin~+DgF~COs(6~+") 
DA ;ZT (cLc0s6-cDsin6)-D2~+~~ 
sin ( csT+a) 
6T V 
l = 
9 D,FT + D5v2a "M 
-1 a = 9 - DfLVa + D2 
cos y’ siI-l(6+a’) 
va - D6FT 'a 
- f+Jl sin y' +rIJ2 03sy" ) 
a 
1 
x=vcosy 
. 
2= -vsb-l y , 
where D 1' D2, . . . D7 are the nondimensional coefficients 
and c L, CD! and cM are the aerodynamic coefficients defined 
by 
D4 
cL=cLo+cLa"'+%g SE+~lcLqq+%a"l+cLGE 
E 
cD = cDo + cDa a' + ?D,2 ag2 + CDGE 
The wind is seen to enter the equations in the form 
of a gradient or wind shear cl and c2. The expanded form 
of these equations is: 
,155 
aul "1 dx Qx+-- aul dz ax dt +x-at 
au2 t12=x+ au2 dx axat+ 
au2 dz 
TEEat' 
Thus, both spatial variations and temporal variations in 
atmospheric motion influence the equations in the wind 
coordinate system. 
APPENDIX D 
LANDING RESULTS 
This appendix presents landing results for non- 
Gaussian, Dryden spectrum turbulence, and Gaussian, von 
Karman spectrum turbulence (Table D-l). 
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Table D-l. Landing Results 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
-..--______ __ 
Non-Gaussian, Dryden Gaussian, von Karman 
Spectrum Turbulence Spectrum Turbulence 
Landing Standard Landing Standard 
Position Deviation Position Deviation 
7033.13 62.41 6926.15 -35.97 
6924.73 -46.0 6984.11 21.99 
6983.23 12.51 6991.46 29.34 
6933.35 -37.37 7009.88 47.76 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 -- 
13 
14 
6968.89 -1.83 6986.71 24.59 
6998.80 28.08 6992.73 30.61 
6977.84 7.12 7022.72 60.60 
6917.63 -53.09 7016.62 54.50 
7007.27 36.55 6909.70 -52.42 
6920.63 -50.09 6923.54 -38.58 
6976.52 5.8 6962.78 0.66 
6939.20 -31.50 7008.04 4.5.92 
7057.49 86.77 6951.11 -11.01 
6974 5.03 6948.43 6.31 
15 6969.15 -1.57 6914.48 -47.64 
16 7009.27 38.55 6925.56 -36.56 
17 6994.06 23.24 6927.14 -34.98 
18 6944.93. -25.79 6896.60 -65.52 
19 6946.49 -24.23 696U.51 -1.61 
20 6936.05 - 3 4 ;- 6 7 6964.12 2.00 
Average 6970.72 ‘37.51 6962.12 32.43 
--- . 2;---. r:i--7._. _ .___- ~____ 
Note: uj, = 0.5, z. = O..l. 
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